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The report is presented in three parts. Part 1 is con-
cerned with an introduction to the scope of the study, the
functional classification of cooling system components and
types, and a summary and comparison of the characteristics
of seven types of cooling systems. Part 2 contains methods
of aircraft penalty evaluation, and the performance and
physical characteristics of components used in the evalua-
tion of cooling systems. Part 3 presents details of analy-
sis and evaluation of seven types of cooling systems for
design conditions up to 65,000 feet altitude and flight
speeds up to Mach 1.8.

The authors acknowledge with thanks the contributions
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ABTRACT

Part 1 of the report resents an introduction to the
scope of the study, concerned with the analytical evalua-
tion of equipment cooling systems for steady-state condi-
tims of aircraft and equipment operation over ranges of
altitudes from sea level to 65,000 feet, flight Mach num-
bers up to 1.8, equipment temperatures from 1300 to 2500F,
eca ilaent dispersion up to 150 feet and system aooling
capacities up to 75 kilowatts. Terminology peculiar to
the study is defined. Cooling system components are clas-
sified as equipment, distribution, intermediate and uiti-
mate. Systems are classified as direct and indirect,
referring to the supply of the ultimate coolant to equip-
ment items directly, or to an intermediate heat exchanger
system, respectively. Seven types of cooling systems are
defined as ram air, expanded ram-air, bleed air. blower,
fuel, expendable end vapor cycle refrigeration systems.
The results obtained in the evaluation of these systems
of direct and indirect type are summarized with reference
to physical characteristics, aircraft gross weight, penalty
and other merit considerations. The penalties of the
various systems are compared and the ranges of fliht and
design conditions in which each system appears to be
superior are determined. Conclusions in reference to the
applicability and suigesticns for the areas of needed
additional investigation are presented fcr several of the
systems studied.

PUBLICATIC11 REVIEW

The publication of this report does not constitute
approval by the Air Force of the findings or conclusions
contained therein, It is published for the exchange and
stimulation of ideas,

FOR THE COM'MND:

IrColonel, USAF
Chief, Equipment Laboratory
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SECTION I

INTRDUCTION

The present generation of military aircraft has brought to reality
a major problem of high speed flight that has long been predicted by
aircraft specialists. The problem is the prevention of excessive tem-
peratures of various component parts of an aircraft. A major factor in
the manifestation and increasing severity of this problem is the advance
in aircraft flight speeds. Other factors, such as higher flight alti-
tudes and greater heat generation per unit space occupied within the
aircraft, have increased the technical difficulties of maintaining tem-
perature levels compatible with the reliable operation of available com-
ponents. However, the advent of supersonic flight has undoubtedly been
the strongest factor in establishing the importance of the problem. With
flight speeds continuously on the increase, the obligation to minimize
the aircraft's handicap because of cooling requirements is clear.

In recent years, overheating of electronic equipment has been en-
countered even under subsonic flight conditions. The principal causes
were unrealistic thermal design specifications based on loosely defined
environmental standards, and installation without adequate provisions for
conditioning the equipent's environment. At greater flight speeds,
cooling of electronic equipment has become more critical. The need for
cooling other mechanical and electrical equipment items has increased be-
cause aircraft skin and compartment temperatures are reaching levels in
excess of the allowable temperatures of many available equipment compo-
nents. The development of components capable of withstanding higher en-

A viromnental temperatures is lagging the rate of increase of these tem-
peratures. Not only components generating beat or in contact with heat

sources require cooling; others must be cooled to offset their heat gain
from the environent. The only alternative to the development of heat-
resistant components, and the second best choice from the viewpoint of
aircraft performance, is the use of compact and efficient cooling sys-
t4m capable of maintaining acceptable equipment temperatures. This sys-
tematic approach to temperature control of all equipment items is desira-
ble in order to compromise aircraft performance as little as possible.
Also, the design of equipment can best be coordinated with controlled
thermal conditions and compatibility can so be insured. Furthermore,
since future aircraft designs appear to accentuate the difference in
growth of the permissible temperature level of equipment items and of

j the aircraft's general temperature level, the development of cooling
systm appears to define the only possible solution to the prevention
of equipment failure from overheating.

Cooling systems impose a penalty on the aircraft. They have dead
# weight, they often require shaft power or air extraction from one or

several of the aircraft's poverplants and frequently introduce consider-
able parasitic and ,omentus drag. All of those factors increase the re-
quWid fuel flow rats to the poerplanto if the flight conditions are to
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remain the same. If the aircraft must fly the same mission and carry
the same payload, the critical fuel load end gross weight must increase;
or, a reduction in payload or range of the aircraft might be accepted as
the penalty resulting from the cooling sys tem. Results of system evalu-
ation show that quite frequenty the gross weight must increase from 10
to 50 pounds per kilowatt cooling capacity in order that the aircraft
with the cooling system may have the same range and payload as the air-
craft without a cooling system. The penalty on an aircraft when a cool-
ing system is added arises also from the space occupied by the cooling
system, which frequently may be considerable, and possibly also from in-
creased aircraft vulnerability and complexity. The flight penalty re-
sulting from cooling systems, particularly in the supersonic flight
range, is of an order of magnitude such that careful design and selec-
tion of the cooling system represents an important aspect of aircraft
design.

Scope of Study

The purpose of this study has been to determine operating character-
istics., limitations and relative merit considerations of various equip-
ment cooling sstems to aid in the selection of a standard equipment
cooling system or systems for future aircraft use. It has been intended
that the study shall cover the basic types of cooling systens and vari-
ous heat transfer fluids available for equipment cooling in an airplane,
the problems associated with widely distributed cooling needs, the gen-
eral problems of system design, and the relative merits of a centralized
equipment cooling system as compared to an individualized equipment cool-
ing system. The results of the study of various heat transfer fluids
were presented in a separate report entitled Heat Transfer Fluids for
Aircraft ftil~ent Cooling Systems, The Ohio State University Research
Foudation, Febur 1Y54 WADC Technical Report No. 54-66.

The comparison of individualized versus centralized cooling systems
conducted within this study is based upon direct versus indirect cooling
systems, which are defined in the next sub-section. The comparison of
the use of a nuaber of cooling systems versus one centralized system has
not been covered by the scope of this study.

The entire study is based on steady-state operating conditions for
both the cooling system and the aircraft. The flight-speed altitude
range considered in the study is shown in Figure I-1. The maximumi flight
Mach number is 1.8, in the altitude range frm 35,000 to 45,0OO feet,
and the maximam altitude is 65,000 feet. The NACA standard altitude-
pressave schedule is used. The atmospheric ambient temperature range
specified for the study is shown in Figure 1-2. The highest temperature
schedule is used as the basic altitude-temperature schedule for the en-
tire cooling system study, since the severest requirements of cooling
systme would exist under these conditions. The corresponding total tem-
peratures and total pressures of the atmospheric air within the altitude-
Mach number range under consideration are presented in Figures 1-3 and
I-4,, respectively. The total temperature has a maxinum value of about
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Figure I-1. Flight altitude-Mach nmber range considered
in the cooling system study.
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Figure 1-2. Ambient temperature-altitude range specified
for the cooling systs study.
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Figure I-4. Variation of total pressure of atmospheric air within the
flight altitude-Mach range specified for the cooling system study.

4 260"? and a minimum value of around -15OF for the basic temperature
schedule indicated in Figure 1-2. The dashed lines in Figure 1-3., cor-
responding to total temperatures of 130c., 1900 and 2500F, are of import-

Sance since the lowest, average and highest temperature levels set fr the
equipment component in this study are equal to these values. The total

pressure of the atmospheric air has a maximum value of about 2.8 atmos-
pheres and a minimum value of about 0,11 atmospheres, a ratio of about
25 to 1. Throughout a very significant portion of the flight altitude-
Mach number schedule the total pressure is in the general vicinity of
one atmosphere. Pressures so indicated define the pressure potential of
the air and not the actual total pressure the air may have once taken on
board the aircraft. The ambient or static pressure of the air is defined
by the altitude and may be compared with the total pressure f r amV

ftflight condition by use of the auxiliary pressure scale on the ordinate
of Figure 1-4.

The surface temperature for heat exchange at arV equipment item or
group of items considered in the study is from 1300 to 250'7. This sur-
face temperature defines the temperature level at which the heat origi-
nating within the equipment items is first received by the cooling sys-
tem. The required cooling capacity of ary system is considered to vary
from as low as one kilowatt up to the order of 100 kilowatts. Flight

, time is considered as a variable only in the case of expendable cooling

15



systems since only steady-state operational conditions are considered.
The relative location of equipment items is varied to the point where the
most distant items are 150 feet from the heat sink, corresponding to a
maximn length of 300 feet for a closed circulation system. Among merit

considerations for cooling systems are weight, space, reliability, sim-
plicity, drag, energy required in the form of shaft, electrical, pneu-
matic or hydraulic power, overall penalty Imposed on the aircraft, the
ability of the system to operate while the airplane is on the ground,
vulnerability, *off-design" performance, simplicity of control and ease
of maintenance.' The last four merit items of each system have not been
analyzed in the study.

Classification of Cooling System
Components and Types

To facilitate evaluation of the performance, physical characteris-
tics and various merit considerations of cooling systems, it has been
found desirable to define basic types of cooling systems, components and
fluids. The basic types of cooling systems are considered to be (1) di-
rect cooling systems and (2) indirect cooling systems. The basic compo-
nents of arr cooling system are considered to be (1) the equipment com-
ponent (2) the distribution component, (3) the intermediate component
and (4M the ultimate component. Heat transfer fluids associated with any
cooling system are classified as (1) the ultimate fluid and (2) the
transfer fluid. Definition of the classes of fluids and components are
presented in the following, after which the interpretation of direct and
indirect cooling systems is given.

The ultimate fluid is defined as that fluid which,when in associa-
tion with a coolnng tem, is the last fluid to receive heat rejected by
the equipment items. The ultimate fluid serves as the thermal sink for
the cooling system, it is the fluid in contact with the cooling system by
which heat originating in the equipment items is ultimately received. Air
is a common ultimate fluid, although it may also be the aircraft's fuel
or an expendable fluid such as water or ammonia.

The transfer fluid is defined as any fluid which might be used to
convey heat fran t ee-uipment component to a component in the system
where the heat would be rejected to the ultimate fluid. The transfer
fluid is always associated with the distribution component and always
passes through any or all of the equipment components in the cooling sys-
tem. A suitable transfer fluid, and the type employed throughout this
study, is a mixture of water and metbl-alcohol having a freezing point
of -65OF.

The eQui!ont component is defined as a heat exchange surface which
is a part of an equipmnt item. The heat exchange surface, having a uni-
form temperature in the range of 1300 to 250O?, represents the surface
from which heat to be disposed of by the cooling system is first received
by the cooling system. Either the ultimate or the transfer fluid passes
through the equipment component, depending upon the tye of cooling eye-
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tea. Additional details of the equipment component are presented in Sec-
tion I.SThe distribution component is a flow system used for circulating the

transfer fluid between the qupment and the intermediate components. The
distribution component includes all tubing, valving, the circulation pump
and the power supply system necessary for providing shaft power to the
circulation pump. Details of the performance and physical characteris-

* .tie of the distribution component are presented in Section V.

The intermediate component represents the component parts of a cool-
ing system which serve to transfer the heat from the transfer fluid to
the ultimate fluid. The physical characteristics of the intermediate
component depend upon whether the temperature of the transfer fluid is
greater or less than the temperature of the ultimate fluid at the inter-
mediate component. Most commonly, within the present study, the temper-
ature of the transfer fluid is greater than the temperature of the ulti-
mate fluid at the intermediate component, so that heat transmission from
the transfer fluid to the ultimate fluid may occur in a conventional heat
exchanger. The basic type of heat exchanger which would be employed de-
pends upon the type of cooling system. If the transfer fluid is a liq-
uid, the intermediate component would be a liquid-to-gas heat exchanger
when the ultimate fluid is air, or a liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger when
the ultimate fluid is, for example, fuel. Should the temperature of the
ultimate fluid be greater than that of the transfer fluid at the inter-
mediate component, the use of a heat exchanger as the intermediate com-
ponent would not be possible; or. if the temperature of the ultimate flu-
id is less than but near the temperature of the transfer fluid, the small
temperature potential would necessitate the use of very large heat ex-

Achangers. For these cases a refrigeration device may be used as the in-
termediate component to provide (1) a sink at lower temperature for
transfer of heat from the transfer fluid and (2) a source at higher tern-

S perature for transfer of the same energy as heat from the intermediate
component to the ultimate fluid. A refrigeration device such as a vapor
refrigeration machine can provide the low temperature sink for the trans-
fer fluid in its evaporator and the high temperature source for the ulti-
mate fluid in its condenser. Hence. the intermediate component serves as
a heat pump for the cooling system, and requires, therefore, an input of
mechanical energy for its operation.

The ultimate component of a cooling system is defined as all cooling
system equpment associated with any conditioning of the ultimate fluid
and providing a flow circuit for it. Devices commonly used as parts of
the ultimate component are air inlets and outlets or diffusers and noz-
zles, ducts, turbines, compressors, storage tanks, heat exchangers other
than those associated with the intermediate component, blowers, etc. The
ultimate component has the sole function of handling and processing the
ultimate fluid for delivery to and from the intermediate or equipment
component. For instance, the processing may be to provide air having a
total pressure greater than the atmospheric ambient pressure, or to in-
crease the total pressure and lower the total temperature, or to store
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and deliver a liquid to an intermediate component.

All cooling systems have an equipment component and an ultimate can-
ponent. A direct cooling system is defined as one consisting only of the
equipment --- ate compons. In all direct cooling sys tems the ul-
timate fluid passes through the equipment component. Thus, for operation
of a direct cooling system, the total temperature of the ultimate fluid
must be lower than the surface temperature of the equipment component;
otherwise, the ultimate fluid would heat rather than cool the equipment
items.

An indirect coolin se ia defined as one wherein an intermediate
component used., so t e ultimate fluid never flows through the
equipment component but always through the ultimate side of the'inter-
mediate component. Although indirect cooling systems always have equip-
ment., intermediate and ultimate components, they may or may not have a
distribution component. However 5 any cooling system employing a distri-
bution component is always an indirect system.

Whether or not a distribution component is employed essentially per-
mits classifying the cooling system as a centralized or an individualized
cooling sstem, regardless whether the sysEte itout a distribution com-
ponent is direct or indirect, i.e,, regardless whether an intermediate
component is involved in a system without a distribution component. Ary
cooling system serving one equipment item or a highly localized group of
equipment items would not, for all practical purposes, require a distri-
bution component if the cooling system proper is located in the near vi-
cinity of the equipment items. Hence,, the system without a distribution
component would be classified as an individualized system, since other
cooling needs in locations remote to this single item or localized group
would require separate cooling systems. Oppositely., however, when a
distributio n component is used the cooling system proper may be central-
ised and the distribution component can serve single equipment items orgroups of equipment items in various locations throughout an aircraft

The general and important exception to the aborve interpretation of
centralized and individualized stems in terms of whether a distribu-
tion component is used would be when the ultimate fluid is distributed
throughout the aircraft to serve various equipment items. For example.,
consider the case of direct cooling systems. The cooling system proper
might be centrally located and the ultimate fluid distributed to various
equipment components throughout the aircraft, This situation would de-
fine a centralized direct cooling system. Or, each equipment component
or each localized group of equipment components might be served by a
separate direct cooling system. This situation would define individual-
ised direct cooling systems. A similar interpretation may be applied to
indirect cooling syp tons when more than one ultimate component is used
throughout the aircraft.

Possibly several types of cooling systems may beat serve the cool-
ing needs of an airplane, or there may exist an optimum number of the
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same tytpe of cooling systems in arr specified aircraft having varyingI and widely separated cooling requirements. These aspects of application
of centralized and individualized cooling systems are not covered within
the scope of the study presented in this report.

Availability of Air as the Ultimate Fluid

Atmospheric air represents the most natural ultimate fluid for air-
craft cooling systems. How profitable it is to use air rather than some
other fluid as the ultimate thermal sink depends upon many factorso The
factor of prime importance is the magnitude of the air gs total tempera-
ture relative to the desired temperature level of the equipment compo-
nent. The temperature of the heat transfer surface of the equipment com-
ponent is considered in this study to be in the range from 1300 to 2500F.
The total temperature of air throughout the flight altitude-Mach number
range considered in this study is shown in Figure 1-3. The availability
of air as an ultimate fluid may be discussed by consideration of this
plot.

In order to use air, in the thermal state as taken on board an air-
craft, for the systemvs heat sink, the total temperature must be below
the desired temperature level of the equipment component. Assume, for
example, that a practical minimum temperature difference would be on the
order of 500 to 750F Thus, should the desired temperature level of the
equipment component be 1300?, Figure 1-3 indicates that the availability
of air as the ultimate fluid in an unmodified thermal state extends over
about one-third of the flight range under consideration. with the great-
est portion of the flight range being above an altitude of 30.000 feet.
Should the desired temperaturg level of the equipment component be the
highest considered, i.e., 250-F. then for a minimum temperature differ-
ential of 50 to 750F, the availabilit of air in an unmodified thermal
state extends over roughly three-fourths of the flight range under con-
sideration, but with the high Mach number range being excluoedo For an
average temperature level of the equipment component at 190F?, the
availability of air as the ultimate sink extends over somewhat more than
one-half of the flight range.

Hence, it is clear that apart fron other important limitations of
cooling systems, the availability of air in its natural on-board thermal
state as an ultimate fluid is seriously restricted, and consideration
must be given to ultimate components which are capable of modifying the
thermal state of the air, to ultimate components which do not employ air
as the ultimate fluid, or to cooling systems which employ heat pumps.
All of these general methods are considered in this study and evaluation
of cooling systems. Ram air and blower cooling systems are examples of
systems which employ air in an unmodified thermal state as the ultimate
fluid. ktpanded ren-air and bleed air cooling systems are examples of
using air in a modified thermal state as the ultimate fluid. Ezpendable
and fuel cooling systems are examples of using fluids other than air as
the ultimate fluid and the vapor cycle cooling system is an example of
using a heat pump. With the latter type of cooling system air may be
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used in an unmodified or modified thermal state for the ultImtt fluid.
Descriptions of these cooling systems and their principles of operation
are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Description of Cooling Systems

The cooling systems considered in this study are (1) ram air. (2)
expanded ram-air, (3) bleed air, (4) blower, (5) fuel, (6) expendable
and (7) vapor refrigeration. The air systems are considered for both,
direct and indirect cooling of equipment items. The fuel, expendable
and vapor refrigeration systems are considered only as indirect systems.
Throughout the entire study, design characteristics are developed for
steady state operational conditions only. A general description of each
type of cooling system studied is presented in the following.

1. Ram Air Cooling System

Atmospheric air taken on board an aircraft may be used for cool-
ing without prior conditioning as long as its total temperature is some-
what below the required temperature level of the equipment items being
served. When the atmospheric air is used as the ultimate fluid without
anr intermediate refrigeration equipment and the source of pressure for
overcoming flow resistance of the ultimate component is total pressure

"irecovery during the intake process, the cooling system is called a ram

air system. The ram air system may be a direct or indirect cooling sys-
temn. When air as the ultimate fluid is conveyed directly to and passes
through the equipment component, the system is classified as a direct
system. When the ultimate fluid, ram air, serves the intermediate col-
ponent, which would be a heat exchanger, and a transfer fluid Is used to
convey energy as heat from the equipment component to the intermediate
component, the system is classified as an indirect cooling system. The
case of a ram air system serving a heat pump is classified separately.

A schematic arrangement of a ram air cooling system is shown in
Figure 1-5. Atmospheric air is taken on board the aircraft through an

Air intake Ai outlet

or diffuser Heat exchanger- a nossle

equipment or
intermediate
component

Figure 1-5. Schematic arrangement of ram air cooling system.
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intake. During this process both temperature and pressure of the air
increase. At exit of the intake the total temperature of the air is
equal to, for all practical purposes, the total temperature of the atmos-

*pheric air while the total pressure will be below the total pressure of
the atmospheric air. Both static pressure and temperature of the air at
exit of the intake are, however, above atmospheric ambient pressure and
temperature, since, in general, the duct Mach number should be appreci-
ably below the flight Mach number in order to avoid excessive flow re-
sistance and, also, to have available a pressure potential for overcoming
all resistance in the flow path. The first duct conveys the ram air from
the intake to the heat exchanger; the latter being the equipment compow
nent with direct cooling Wstems and the intermediate component with inp-
direct systems. The air passing through the heat exchanger undergoes an
increase in total temperature, because of heat received by the air in
producing a cooling effect, and a decrease in total pressure because of
the flow resistance of the heat exchanger. The heated air is then con-
veyed by the second duct to the air outlet. Since., in general# the total
pressure of the air at the entrance to the air outlet is above atmospher-
ic pressure, a nozzle serving as the outlet may be advantageously em-
ployed to expand the air and generate thrust. Any thrust so generated
will compensate for the drag imposed on the aircraft during the intake
process and reduce the penalty of the cooling system.

The thermodynamic and fluid dynamic processes are illustrated
in Figure 1-6 in the temperature-pressure plane. State (oO) defines the
atmospheric ambient pressure and temperature, state (ooo) the total pres-
sure and temperature of the atmospherer state (df-e) the total pressure
and temperature at exit of the diffuser or intake, state (X-i).totalV ipressure and temperature after the first duct and at inlet to the heat

•(00)

i (x-.e)

(n-i) Figure 1-6. Ultimate compo-
nent processes in a ram, air
cooling system represented in
the pressur e-tmpe'ature
coordinate plane.

(00) (n-e)

Temperature
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exchanger, state (I-e) total pressure and temperature at exit of the heat .
exchanger, state (n-i) at exit of the second duct and entrance of the
outlet or nozzle and state (n-e) when the air has expanded to atmospheric
pressure.

The weight and volume of direct ram air systems are defined by
the weight and volume of the diffuser, nozzle and the ducts connecting
the heat exchanger with the diffuser and nozzle, since the equipment com-
ponent is not considered as a physical component proper of the cooling
system. Both weight and volume of the system represent penalties on the
aircraft. In addition to these penalties, most frequently the thrust
generated during escape of the ram air is not sufficient to completely
cancel the drag resulting when the air is taken on board, so that a net
drag is imposed on the aircraft.

Indirect systems increase the penalty on the aircraft because
of the weight and volume of the intermediate and distribution components,
the power required to circulate the transfer fluid in the distribution
component and the somewhat larger weight, volume and drag of the ultimate
component. The temperature potential available for the ram air in indi-
rect systems can never be quite as large as with direct cooling systems
for the same desired temperature level of the equipment component.

Ram air cooling systems serving low temperature equipment items,
having equipment component surface temperatures around 130.F, may be seen
y reference to Figure 1-3 to be limited essentially to subsonic flight,

except possibly at high altitudes since the total temperature of the air
must be maintained somewhat below the equipment component surface temper-
ature. However. at high altitudes the system volume and weight will be
greater because of the low air density. Thus, for low equipment temper-
atures the system penalty may be expected to be relatively high arvwhere
in the supersonic region. If the equipment component temperature level
is around 250'F, operation of the system to Mach numbers in the vicinity
of 1.5 may be expected at altitudes above about 30,00 feet. Operation
at very low altitudes would limit the flight speed to the subsonic re-
gion.

The general advantages of ram air cooling systems are uimplici,
low aircraft penalty in the subsonic flight regLon, ease of control and
the possible freedom in location of the ultimate component. Disadvan-
tages of the system would include the relative3y @sva% flight speed
limitations, need of auxiliary equipment fer ground coolng and the large
spatial requirements of the ultimate component for high altitude opera-
tion.

2. kpanded Ram-Air Cooling Sy tem

The temperature potential on which a cooling system operates is
a direct function of the total temperature of the cooling fluid at inlet
to the intermediate heat exchanger with indirect gtems and at inlet to
the equipment component with direct cooling autems. AIW reduction in
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this temperature can serve to lower the fluid flow rate required and to
increase the temperature differential for heat transfer in ar heat ex-
change device. Thus, should this temperature be reduced by some means,
ore may expect smaller heat exchangers and ducts and lower external and
momentum drags because of the lower flow rates, but must expect a coun-
teracting increase in the penalty from the physical devices introduced
to increase the system s temperature potential and in any way that their
introduction affects the other components of the system. Furthermore,
it is of considerable importance that any means by which this tempera-
ture potential can be increased permits operation of the cooling system
at higher flight Mach numbers.

The general principle in lowering the total temperature of the
fluid at inlet to the equipment or intermediate camponent, assuming the
absence of any phase changes would be to remove ener , which is commonb-
accomplished by expanding the substance in a mechanical device such as a
turbine. Thus. the ram air system may be modified to permit reduction
of this temperature by introducing a turbine after the ram air intake or
diffusion process and ahead of the heat exchanger. The turbine must have
a load and is, therefore, directly coupled to a compressor located in the
flow circuit after the heat exchanger. Thus, energy removed from the air
durling expansion in the turbine is delivered back to the air at a higher
temperature level by the canpressor. A system of this type using ram air
to serve directly either the equipuent or intermediate heat exchanger is
called an expanded ram-air cooling system.

A schematic arrangement of an expanded ram-air cooling system
is shown in Figure 1-7. Air is taken on board the aircraft through an
inlet which must serve as a diffuser to provide as high a total pressure
as possible at exit of the diffuser. which will always be less than the
total pressure of the free-stream air. The total temperature of the air
at exit of the diffuser will be equal to, for all practical purposes, the
total temperature of the free-stream air. The relatively high pressure,
high temperature air is then conveyed by a duct to the ra air turbine,
wherein the air is expnded to permit a conversion of molecular enerj

Trie Cmpressoub~e r

Sdiffuser nozzle

Heat exchanger,
'e;quipment or

intermediate
component

Figure 1-7. Schematic arrangement of an expanded ram-air cooling system.
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into mechanical work and a corresponding lowering of the total tempera-
ture of the ram air. Thus, it would be entirey possible to operate the
system at a flight condition such that the initial total temperature of
the ram air is in excess of the desired temperature level of the equip-
ment items being served by the cooling system, a condition which would
render the straight ram air cooling system impossible for use. The low
pressure, relatively low temperature air then flows to a heat exchanger,
which would be the equipment component in a direct cooling system and
the intermediate component in an indirect cooling system. and undergoes
an increase in total temperature which is proportional to the cooling
produced by the system. The total temperature of the air at exit of the
heat exchanger could be somewhat above or below the initial total tm-
perature of the ram air, but will always be lower than the temperature
level of the equipaent component. The total pressure of the air at exit
of the heat exchanger will be slightly lower than that at exit of the
turbine because of the flow resistance of the heat exchanger. From the

heat exchanger the heated air flows to the compressor which is directly
coupled to the turbine. Except for mechanical losses in both turbine
and compressor, the energ7 removed fran the air during passage through
the turbine is given back to the air during passage through the canpres-
sor. Hence, the compressor serves to increase both total pressure and
total temperature of the air before being delivered to the exhaust of the
system. The air is then conveyed to the outlet and would be expanded in
a nozsle to atmospheric pressure for the development of thrust to coun-
terbalance the drag associated with taking the air on board the aircraft.

°*(coo)

(df-e)

p (C-e)
(n-i)

Temperature

Figure 1-8. Ultimate component processes of an expanded ram-air system
represented on the temperature-pressure coordinate plane.
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The processes and state changes of the air passing through the
ultimate component of this type of cooling system are illustrated in the
temperature-pressure coordinate plane in Figure 1-8. State (oo) repre-
sents the ambient atmospheric pressure and temperature, state (oo0) the
total pressure of the atmospheric air, state (df-e) the total state con-
dition of the air at exit of the diffuser., ('-i) at inlet to the turbine,
(#n.-e) at exit of the turbine, (X-i) and (I-e) at inlet and exit of the
heat exchanger (C-i) and (C-e) at inlet and exit of the compressor and
(n-i) and (n-e 5 at inlet and exit of the exhaust nozzle, respectively.
The various states illustrated in Figure 1-8 correspond to maintaining
atmospheric static pressure at inlet to the compressor. The pressurelevel through the heat exchanger and compressor is governed by the so-

looted back pressure of the turbine, which has an optimum value for each
operational condition of the system.

Penalties on the aircraft resulting from the use of expanded
ram-air cooling systems are due to weight, volume., drag, etc.j as with
arW other system. The weight and volume of the ultimate component are
defined by the weight and volume of the inlet, outlet, ducts, turbine
and compressor. With indirect systems the weight and volume of the in-
termediate and d~stribution components must be included. Drag of the
system arises from external and momentum drags associated with the ram
air flow and the equivalent drag of the increased fuel flow to a power-
plant when shaft power is extracted for circulation of the transfer fluid
through the distribution component.

The effective utilization of ram air for cooling at higher
flight Mach numbers than with the straight ram air system is possible
with the expanded ram-air system, but, in general, at a sacrifice of the
weight and drag of the system. Thus, following the usual pattern, the
effective use of the sane ultimate fluid at higher flight Mach numbers
imposes greater penalty on the aircraft. The weight and volume of the
ultimate component in expanded ra-air systems versus the weight of the
ultimate component in straight ram air systems are greater because of the
turbine and compressor. The weight and volume of the intermediate heat
exchanger will be somewhat greater in expanded ram-air systems because
of the lower average pressure level throughout the exchanger. Drag will
be greater because of the inefficiencies of the turbine and compressor
which introduce loss in total pressure of the air between the ine t of
the turbine and the outlet of the compressor. These general comparisons
apply to the effective flight Mach number ranges of application for each
system rather than to the same flight Mach number for eac)' system.

The primary advantage of the expanded ram-air system is the
general possibility of using ram air for cooling at higher flight Mach
numbers. A second advantage of the sys tem would be that the ram air is
conditioned without the system relying on arV of the aircraft's power-
plants. This allows freedom of penalty directly imposed on the power-
plant and, possib1y somewhat greater freedom in the location of the ul-
timate component. Disadvantages of the system would include the diffi-
culty of using the system for ground cooling, the added complexity of
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controlling the turbine-compressor combination, low pressure levels in
the heat exchanger of the ultimate component and, in some instances, the
fact that effective utilization of the system depends greatly on pro-
viding a very efficient intake diffusion process.

3. Bleed Air Cooling System

Like the expanded ram-air cooling system, the bleed air cooling
system modifies the thermal state of the air used as the ultimate fluid
before the air is delivered to the intermediate or equipment component.
However, in bleed air cooling systems the availability of the air for
cooling purposes is increased over that of the expanded ram-air systems
since for ar4 flight speed it is possible for the temperature of the air
at exit of the turbine to be lower than the corresponding temperature in
an expanded ram-air system. Thus, bleed air cooling systems may be em-
ployed at higher flight Mach numbers than either the expanded ram-air or
the straight ram air cooling systems.

The general method by which the increase in availability of the
air is accomplished is by compressing air, after the air has been taken
on board the aircraft, by a mechanical compression device. The air at
exit of the compressor has both a total pressure and total temperature
greater than its total pressure and total temperature at exit of the ram

* air intake. Then, by virtue of its higher total temperature the com-
pressed air may be cooled and have its total temperature lowered by ram
air which does not pass through the compressor. The cooling process can
take place in a conventional air-to-air heat exchanger, where by employ-
ing high effectiveness of heat exchange on the high-pressure side of the
exchanger nearly all energy added to the air during passage through the
compressor can be rejected to the ram air on the opposite side of the
heat exchanger. Thus, at exit of the heat exchanger the total pressure
of the air that flowed through the compressor can be appreciably greater
than total pressure of the ram air, while its total temperature would be

only slightly higher than the total temperature of the ram air. Then,
the air can be expanded through a larger pressure ratio in a turbine so
that with a comparable efficiency of energy conversion in the turbine as
with the expanded ram-air system, the total temperature of the air at
exit of the bleed-air turbine is lower and the cooling system temperature
potential greater. Employing additional compression, a precooling heat
exchanger and secondary ram air permits greater energy removal in the
tirhine than is possible in the expanded ram-air system. For cooling
systems of this type, herein considered., the compressor or compressors
of the aircraft powerplants are employed to provide the additional com-
pression. Air is extracted from the compressor or compressors and con-
veyed to the precooling heat exchanger. For this reason, the system is
referred to as a bleed air cooling system. Many other types of bleed
air cooling systems have been proposed, but are not considered within
the scope of this study.

A schematic arrangement of the bleed air cooling system is
shown in Figure 1-9. Bleed air is conveyed from the compressor or com-
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Figure 1-9. Schematic arrangement of bleed air cooling system for
direct or indirect equipment cooling.

pressors of the aircraft powerplants by a duct to the precooling heat ex-
changer and then to the turbine. After expanding in the turbine and
having its total temperature reduced, the bleed air is conveyed to a heat
exchanger which would be the equipment component with direct cooling sys-
tems and the intermediate component with indirect sys tems . The bleed air
would then be discharged, probably from the aircraft through an outlet.
A load must be provided for the turbine, and to utilise azV mechanical
enerU for minimiing the penalty of the system a compressor is located
in the ram air flow circuit, after the precooler, and is directly cou-
pled to the turbine. Thus, energy removed from the bleed air by the tur-
bine is given to the ram air by the compressor, exclusive of mechanical
losses in the compressor and turbine. The ram air undergoes both an in-
crease in total pressure and temperature through the turbine which serve
to increase the possibility of developing thrust during escape from the
aircraft. Arq thrust so generated will aid in minlnmiing the penalty
associated with taidng the ram air n board the aircraft. The varioUn
state. of the bleed and rm air throughout the system are identified on
the pressure-temperature plot shown in Figure I-10.

Penalties imposed on the aircraft by bleed air cooling systems
are the result of the system's weight and volme, external and mentm
drags, the equivalent drag due to air and shaft power extraction of the
aircraft's poerplants, etc. The weight and volume of the ultimate com-
ponent are those of the ducts, precooler turbine, compressors air inlet
and outlet and system controls. The weight and volume for the distribu-
tion and intermediate components must be included with indirect systems.
A major portion of the system's drag is represented by the equivalent
drag of the increased fuel flow for maintaining constant propnlsiv
thrust when air is extracted from the aircraft's poerplants to serve as
the ultimate fluid in the sy. tam.

The principal advantage of the bleed air cooling system is its
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Figure I-10. Ultimate component processes in bleed air cooling
systems represented on the pressure-temperature plane.

ability to provide relatively high system temperature potentials at
flight speeds in the range between Mach 1 to 2. Thus, it is possible to
provide cooling of equipment items requiring temperature levels in the
range from 130' to 250°F without the need of excessively high ram and
bleed air flow rates. To provide this primary advantage, several addi-
tional parts must be included in the ultimate component, e.g., a pre-
cooler and a secondary air flow circuit, all of which increase the weight
and volume of the system and the penalty imposed on the aircraft's flight
performance. The system relies on the use of a mechanical compressor,
which may restrict the flxibility in the location of one or several ul-
timate components. An important advantage of the system is that ground
cooling of equipment items is possible.

4. Blower Cooling Systems

Blower cooling systems cannot be considered applicable and
practical for extensive ranges of aircraft and cooling system operational
conditions. Blower systems are. considered in this stta4 mostly from the
viewpoint of special cooling applications and for comparison with ram air
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cooling systems. The principal areas of interest would be in the sub-
sonic flight region and for cooling of equipment items located in venti-
lated compartments. When equipment items to be cooled are located in
compartments within an aircraft having a natural throughflow of atmos-
pheric air, external and momentum drags chargeable to a cooling system
may be essentially eliminated by providing a blower to overcome the flow
resistance of ary heat exchangers associated with the cooling system.
The penalty of this type of cooling system would result only from the
blower and its power supply system for direct systems and, in addition,
the intermediate and distribution components with indirect systems.

Blower cooling systems, like ram air systems, are severely lim-
ited in application by the aircraft's flight speed and altitude. The
limits imposed by flight speed are, for all practical purposes, the same
as discussed for ram air cooling systems. The size of the blower at
high alti.tudes is quite large. Also, control of blower systems over wide
ranges of flight altitude and speed appears unduly complicated. The ad-
vantageous application of blower cooling systems appears relegated to
special cooling requirements for dispersed equipment items of relatively
small heat dissipation at subsonic flight speeds and moderate altitudes.
Blowers designed for high-altitude operation usually can provide more
than adequate cooling on the ground.

5. Fuel Cooling Systems

The use of the aircraft's fuel as an ultimate fluid for cooling
systems has often been proposed since it represents a sink of consider-
able thermal capacity. Mar arrangements and types of fuel cooling sys-
tens are possible. Fuel cooling systems evaluated in this study are for
(1) heat transfer to fuel flow to the powerplants (2) steady-state op-
erational conditions, (3) indirect systems and (4) no change in phase of
the fuel.

The temperature of the fuel at inlet to the cooling system is
assumed equal to the adiabatic skin temperature of the aircraft; the
temperature considered most representative of the equilibrium fuel tem-
perature for steady-state thermal conditions. Indirect systems are
evaluated since it would not be considered practical nor desirable to
convey fuel away from the immediate vicinity of the aircraft's fuel sys-
tem. Thus, the intermediate component is located in the near vicinity
of a fuel line and a distribution component is employed to transfer heat
rejected in the equipment components to the intermediate heat exchanger.
The fuel is considered to serve as an ultimate fluid without change in
phase, so that the pressure level of the fuel in the intermediate compo-
nent is assumed sufficiently high to prevent boiling.

A schematic arrangement of the type of fuel cooling system
evaluated in this study is shown in Figure 1-11. The system consists of
the equipment component or components, a distribution component, an in-
termediate component and the ultimate fluid. The ultimate component
would be the aircraft's fuel system which is not considered part of the
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Figure I-l. Schematic arrangement of a fuel cooling system.

cooling system proper. A pump circulates a transfer fluid between the
equipment and intermediate components; the transfer fluid being heated
in the equipment component and cooled in the intermediate component by
the fuel passing through the opposite side of the heat exchanger.

The principal advantage in using fuel as the ultimate fluid
would be the relatively low penalty imposed on the aircraft by the cool-
ing system, since weight and drag of the ultimate component is negligible.
Furthermore, no air inlets or outlets would be required and, in general,
operation and control of the cooling system should be relatively simple
by providing the necessary fuel flow for cooling in a by-pass arrange-
ment with one or several main fuel lines. Without change in phase, the
fuel is Rapable of receiving heat at the rate of about 15 kilowatts for
each 100'? temperature rise and for each 1000 pounds per hour of fuel
flow. The available cooling capacity of the fuel is. typically, about
1.5% of the aircraft propulsive power at a flight Mach number of 0.9 for
each 100OF temperature rite of the fuel; at Mach 1.5 the available cool-
ing capacity for each 100"F temperature rise is on the order of 1% of
the required propulsive power.

The primary disadvantage of fuel cooling systems for operation
under conditions of thermal equilibrium is the relatively high tempera-ture of the fuel in comparison with the desired temperature level ofequipment items considered in this study. Since the equilibrium temper-

ature of the fuel may be assumed equal to the adiabatic skin temperature,
flight speed limitations on fuel cooling systems are essentially the same
as for ram air cooling systems. Thus, for cooling equipment items in
the temperature range of 1300 to 2504F under steady-state thermal condi-
tions, fuel cooling systems are restricted to use at relatively low
flight speeds. The greatest availability of the fuel as an ultimate
fluid would be for aircraft operation corresponding to the transient
heating of the fuel system. Other factors such as the effect of an in-
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crease in fuel temperature on the solubility of gases, fuel pumpability,
volumetric expansion, fuel seals, etc., may introduce problems in the
aircraft's fuel supply system. The general problem of increased fuel
system vulnerability could also affect the use of fuel as an ultimate
fluid for cooling systems.

6. Expendable Cooling Systems

Quite frequently relatively simple devices may be employed based
on the acceptance of low efficiency or a low coefficient of utilization.
In principle, a cooling system of this type would be one wherein the ul-
timate fluid is expended in absorbing heat rejected by equipment items.
The use of expendable cooling systems appears more and more advantageous
with increasing flight speeds because of (1) the rapidly increasing pen-
alty with flight speed of other types of cooling systems and (2) the de-
creasing flight endurance of aircraft with increasing flight speed. Air-
craft endurance for supersonic flight has been predicted to vary about
in inverse proportion to the flight Mach number. Thus, a lower coeffi-
cient of utilization of the ultimate fluid can be justified with de-
creasing operational time, providing the weight and drag of the cooling
system is minimized.

An expendable cooling system is defined as one wherein the ulti-
mate fluid is carried within the aircraft, undergoes a change in phase
during the process of absorbing heat to provide cooling of a thermal
source and is, thereafter, expelled from the aircraft. Liquid-to-vapor
phase change for the expendable fluid is considered in this study. A
direct expendable system consist of the equipment and ultimate compo-

nents, with the ultimate cmponent consisting of storage and flow controlequipment. The ultimate fluid in direct systems is delivered to the
equipment heat exchanger, wherein boiling of the fluid occurs, and then
is expelled from the aircraft. An indirect expendable system would have
the intermediate and distribution components in addition to the ultimate
and equipment component. Then, the expendable fluid would be evaporated
on the ultimate side of the intermediate heat exchanger and a transfer
fluid would be circulated in the distribution component between the
equipment and intermediate components. A schematic arrangement of an
indirect expendable cooling system is shown in Figure 1-12.

The penalty imposed on an aircraft by an expendable cooling sys-
tem is principally due to the weight of ultimate fluid required. For
steady-state thermal conditions the weight of ultimate fluid required
will be in direct proportion to the operating time of the cooling system,
so that the "break-even" point of this system in comparison with other
types of cooling systems can be evaluated in terms of operating time for
the cooling system. The "break-even" time increases with increasing
flight speeds because of the general increase in penalty for other types
of cooling systems with flight speed. In general, expendable systems
may be designed from conventional aircraft parts and would appear to be
relatively simple in opeation and control. The choice of expendable
coolants in limited by required equipment temperatures which mist be
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Figure 1-12. Schematic arrangement of an indirectexpendable cooling system.

above the boiling point of the coolant at the specified altitude of op-
eration. Ground cooling is feasible. Widely dispersed equipment items
can be cooled individually with less vulnerability than when central
coolant storage is used. Loss of expendable coolant makes the system
inoperative.

7. Vapor Cycle Cooling Systems

For the previously described cooling systems employing air as
the ultimate fluid the system temperature potential is provided by Lim-
iting the aircraft flight speed or by creating an energy transfer by the
use of turbines, compressors and heat exchangers to modify the thermal
state of the air before serving as a thermal sink. In addition to a
method by which the thermal state of the ultimate air is modified to pro-
vide a system temperature potential, there exists the general possibility
of employing a heat pump while using air as the ultimate fluid in either
a modified or unmodified thermal state. The purpose of employing a heat
pump would be to lower the temperature level of the sink serving the
equipment component or transfer fluid in a distribution component and to
raise the temperature level of the source serving the ultimate fluid.
Thus, the overall cffective temperature potential of the system is in-
creased. A cooling system of this type would be in direct contrast to
the philosopby of expendable cooling systems, since by introducing a
heat pump the temperature effectiveness, efficiency or coefficient of
utilization is improved by sacrificing simplicity of the system. The
ultimate component of the cooling system could be a ram air system, or
an air system in which the thermal state of the ultimate air is modified
prior to serving as a thermal sink for the heat pump. Fuel may also be
used as the ultimate fluid in a vapor cycle cooling system. The heat
pump serves as an intermediate component for the cooling system so that
the system is of the indirect type regardless of whether or not the heat
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pump is in the near vicinity of the equipment items being cooled.

Cooling systems employing a heat pump which are evaluated in
ths study use a vapor cycle refrigeration machine for the intermediate
component and a ram air system as the ultimate component. The evaporator
in the vapor cycle machine furnishes the low temperature sink for the
transfer fluid serving the equipment component or components and the con-
denser of the vapor cycle machine provides a high temperature source for
the ram air serving as the ultimate fluid. Shaft power for driving the
compressor in the vapor cycle machine is provided by a power supply sys-
tem; both electrical and pneumatic power supply systems are considered
in the system study. A schematic arrangement of the system is shown in
Figure 1-13.

-ltet,

ram air Distribution component, transfer fluid

I Vapor cycle Heat exchanger;,

refrigeration equipment
machine component

ram air
Power supply system

Figure 1-13. Schematic arrangement of a vapor cycle cooling system.

The primary advantage of a cooling system employing a heat pump
is its ability to provide cooling at high flight speeds. Thearetical]y.
a cooling system of this type has n6 flight. speed limitations. Practi-
cally speaking., it would be limited by its complexity, weight, power re-
quirements and availability of suitable refrigerants, since with in-
creasing flight speed it becomes desirable to increase the temperature
differential created by the heat pump and/or to consider ultimate compo-
nents capable of modifying the thermal state of the ultimate air. The
desirability of employing cooling systems of increasing complexity and
weight with increasing flight speeds must be considered subject to ques.-
tion when considering endurance variation with flight speed of present
and near-future airplanes.
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SECTION II

SUWARY OF COOLING SYSTEM STUDY

Aircraft gross weight penalty and physical characteristics are sum-
marized in the following for (1) ram air, (2) expanded ram-air., (3) bleed
air, (4) blower, (5) fuel, (6) expendable and (7) vapor cycle cooling
systems. Both direct and indirect systens have been evaluated. Direct
systems employing a distribution component for the ultimate fluid have
been evaluated for expendable systems only. Summary sections for each
type of cooling system are presented, followed by a section comparing
aircraft penalty of the various systems for direct and indirect types.
All cooling system considerations apply to steady-state thermal condi-
tions and e uipment component surface temperatures in the range from590 to0 71o2 .

Nomenclature

Symbol Concept Dimensions

d diameter feet
Dr drag pounds
* effectiveness of heat exchange dimensionless
kw cooling capacity kilowatts
L length feet
Lf aircraft lift pounds
M N Mach number dimensionless
p absolute pressure ouns square foot
ST system temperature potential xlO- 2  q A

T absolute temperature
V volume cubic feet
W weight pounds
X ratio of fuel weight to gross

weight of aircraft at take-off dimensionless
aircraft parameter defined as

(l-) Rn (1/1-)j (Lf/Dr) dimensionless
operating time hours

Subscript Refers to

air air cooling system
D distribution component
9 equipment component
g gross weight of aircraft
i internal
I intermediate component
ref reference value
s surface of heat exchange
t transfer fluid
T temperature parameter
o free-strem atmospheric conditions
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Superscript Refers to

* dimensions in inches

o total or stagnation values

Ram Air Cooling Systems

Physical characteristics and aircraft gross weight penalty have
been evaluated for direct and indirect ram air systems on the basis of
design for minimum gross weight penalty with thrust recovery.

Minimum gross weight penalty of direct ram air systems occurs for
flight conditions in the vicinity of 40,P00O feet altitude and flight
Mach numbers from about 0.75 to 0.95. Minimum values of the gross weight
parameter &Wg(l-Xref)(eE)/kw are about 0.35, 0.60 and 1.0 for equipment
component surface temperatures of 710l, 650" and 590 0R, respectively.
Typically, the gross weight parameter increases 3- to 5-fold by a de-
crease in the surface temperature from 7100 to 590R. For a surface tem-
perature of 650OR and 40,000 feet altitude, an increase in the flight
Mach number from 0.9 to 1.5 increases the gross weight penalty roughly
4-fold. At a flight Mach number of 0.9, the gross weight penalty in-
creases by 20 to 30% for an altitude increase fran 40,000 to 60,000 feet.
The gross weight parameter at Mach 0.9 is approximately doubled for an
increase in the aircraft parameter a from 2 to 6. Representative values
of the gross weight parameter &W (l-Xref)(eE)/kw for direct systems are
from about 0.5 to 3 pounds per kilowatt. The actual increase in air-
craft gross weight varies. therefore, from about 1.0 to 10 pounds per
kilowatt cooling capacity.

& The gross weight penalty of indirect systems having a distribution
component length of 200 feet is 2 to 3 times that for direct systems
with thrust recovery having an effectiveness of 90%. The gross weight
penalty of a direct system serving an equipment component having an ef-
fectiveness of 50% would be on the same order of magnitude as that for
an indirect system having a distribution component length of 200 feet
and serving equipment item so arranged that the overall effectiveness
of the equipment component is about 90% or higher. Fran the standpoint
of aircraft weight penalty. the use of an indirect system appears con-
siderably superior to a number of direct systems. The gross weight pa-
rameter W&(lAref)/kw increases on the order of 0.5 pounds per kilowatt
for each alditional 100 feet of distribution component beyond a length

tIf of about 50 feet. An indirect system appears capable of serving widely
dispersed equipment items without significantly increasing the weight
penalty of the cooling system. Typical values of the gross weight pa-
rameter 4Wg(l-Xref)/kw for indirect systems are in the general range of
1.5 to 5 pounds per kilowatt. The actual increase in aircraft gross
weight would be, therefore, in the range of 2 to 12 pounds per kilowatt
cooling capacity.

The gross weight penalty of an indirect system having a distribu-
tion component length of 200 feet, typically, is lower than the gross
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weight penalty of one or several direct systems without thrust recovery.

Duct diameters in the ultimate component for direct and indirect
systems range from about 2 to 6 inches for cooling capacities from 3 to25 kilowatts and system temperature potentials in excess of 400 to 500F.
The volume of the intermediate heat exchanger for indirect systems is,
most Vpically3, in the range of 15 to 50 cubic inches per kilowatt° The
optimum effectiveness of heat exchange on the transfer fluid side of the
intermediate component is in the range of 40 to 60% The optimum tem-
perature rise of the ultimate air across the intermediate heat exchanger
is on the order of 65% of the system temperature potential Typical
values of the circulation rate fr the transfer fluid are in the range
of 0o1 to 0.3 gpm for each kilowatt cooling capacity. Line diameters of
the distribution component are, typically, in the range of 0.3 to 005
inch.

Ram air cooling systems appear to be well suited to cooling of
equipment items in the temperature range of 5900 to 710°R for the flight
conditions of subsonic speed and altitudes frm around 15,0OO to 65,000
feet. Lower altitudes are practical for the higher surface temperatures.
The system is operable at supersonic flight speeds when the altitudes
are in excess of roughly 25,000 feet and the equipment camponent'temper-
atures are relatively high. The maximum flight Mach number for which
the system might be considered practical for steady-state cooling is
around 1.5. Hence, it may be concluded that the system is essentially
limited to subsonic aircraft for the conditions of equipment cooling cov-
ered in this study.

Practical limitations on the use of ram air cooling systems appear
to be defined by (1) a minimum system temperature potential of around
500F, (2) availability of space and (3) the necessity of ground cooling
without the use of auxiliary equipme nt.

For aircraft operating on a cruise-dash-,cruise basis., the indirect
ram air system may represent a practical cooling system. Prorvlding the
supersonic dash is not for an extended period of time, cooling under
dash conditions could possibly be handled by water injection into the
ram air or an integrated expendable cooling system aided by the thermal
capacity of the distribution component and transfer fluid. The indirect
ram air system could furnish the necessary cooling during subsonic cruise
with a minimum weight penalty imposed on the aircraft.

j i ' Additional investigation of indirect ram air cooling systems ap-
L pears to be warranted for determining (1) off.-esign performance. (2)

performance and control requirements during transient thermal conditions
and (3) optimum design conditions for systems employed in aircraft op-
erating on the cruise-dash-cruise basis.
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Upanded Ram-Air Cooling Systems( j
Physical characteristics and aircraft gross weight penalty have

been evaluated for direct and indirect expanded ram-air systems on the
basis of design for minimum gross weight penalty with thrist recovery.

Typical values of the gross weight parameter AWg(llref)(eE)/kV
for direct systems are from about 205 to 25 pounds per kilowatt. Thus,
the actual gross weight increase per kilowatt cooling capacity would be
in the range of about 5 to 50 pounds. A decrease in the surfane teiar-
ature of the equipment component, frm 7100 to 590 °R increases the gross
weight penalty by a ratio of about 3 to 1. The gross weight penalty of( direct systems at Mach 1.8 is about twice that at Mach 1.0 The gross
weight parameter AWg(l-Iref)(eE)ikw at Mach 1.8 and 40,000 feet is in
the range of 3 to 7 pounds per kilowatt. Flight, altitude produces majar
variations in the gross weight penalty. Minimum gross weight penalty
occurs in the altitude range of from 15,000 to 40000 feet The gross
weight penalty at 65,000 feet is on the order of 4- to 5-times the pen-
alty at 40,000 feet. For altitudes above about 20,000 feet, flight Mach
numbers up to 1.8 produce no major increase in the gross weight penalty.
Operation of the system in the vicinity of sea level to 10,000 feet and
at supersonic speeds is impossible or involves high weight penalty, ex-
cept at the highest surface temperatures of the equipment component.

The gross weight penalty of idiirevt expanded ram-air systems is
from 1.25- to 2-times greater than fr direct systems, using an effec-'
tiveness of 90% for the equipment. component as a basis of comparison.
Around 40O000 feet altitude,, the gross weight penalty of indirect sy-stes
is 1.35- to lo5-times that for direct systems. Typical values of the
gross weight parameter eWg(l-Xref)/kw for indirect systems are Ln the
range of 4 to 15 pounds per kilowatt. The gross weight parameter in-
creases by about 0.8 pounds per kilowatt for each 100 feet of distribu
tion component length, beyond a length of about 50 feet.

Duct diameters in the ultimate component vary from around 1.0 to
IO inches; a typical duct diameter for a system capacity of 25 kilwatts
is 3 inches. The volume of the intermediate heat exchanger for indirect
systems is, typically, on the order of 25 to 80 cubic inches per kilo-
watt cooling capacity. The effectiveness of heat exchange on the ulti-
mate side of the intermediate heat exchanger should be relatirevy high
since the greatest portion of the weight penalty for indirect _yetems is

K "due to the ultimate component. An effectiveness of 90% on the ultimate
side has been used in this study. The effectiveness of heat exchange on
the transfer fluid side of the intermediate component has optimn values
for minimum gross weight penalty -which are in the rangs of about 25 to
45%. The required circulation rate of the transfer fluid through the
distribution caponent over the range of flight and system design condi-
tions considered varies from around 0.1 to 0.6 gym for each kilowatt of
cooling capacity. Optimum values of the internal diameter for the dis-
tribution component are. typically, in the range of 0.2 to 0.6 inch.
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Within the subsonic flight speed range, expanded ram-air systems
appear to yield to ram air systems. Within the more significant portion
of supersonic speeds covered in this study, Mach 1.5 to 1.8, the gross
weight penalty of expanded ram-air systems is sometimes greater and never
appreciab y below that of bleed air cooling systems. The greatest advan-
tage in weight penalty of the expanded ram-air system over other systems
occurs in the Mach number range 1.0 to 1.5 and altitudes below about
45,000 feet. Thus, considering the generally contemplated problems of
control of the turbine-compressor unit, the greatest single factor in
establishing the use of expanded ram-air versus bleed air cooling sys-
tems probably will be the availability of bleed air.

Additional study of expanded ram-air systems appears warranted to
determine (1) off-design performance and associated control problems,
(2) the relative merits of direct systems having a distribution component
versus indirect systems and (3) the performance and phsical characteris-
tics at flight Mach numbers greater than 1.8.

Bleed Air Cooling Systems

The gross weight parameter AWg(l-Xref)(eE)/kw of direct bleed air
systems without a distribution component varies from around 2.5 to 15
pounds per kilowatt cooling capacity over the range of flight and design
conditions considered in this study. The most typical range of values
for the gross weight parameter of direct bleed air systems is 4 to 12
pounds per kilowatt. Flight conditions for lowest gross weight penalty
are subsonic speeds and altitudes between 10,000 and 40,000 feet. Typi-
cal values of the gross weight parameter at Mach 0.9 are in the range of
.4 to 8 pounds per kilowatt. At Mach 0.9 and a equal to 2, the gross
weight parameter Wg(l-Xref)(eR)/kw has minimum values of 4, 5 and 6.4 0
pounds per kilowatt for equipment component surface temperatures of 7100,
6500 and 590OR and altitudes of 20,000, 25,000 and 35,000 feet, respec-
tivey. The gross weight penalty at 60 000 feet is about 1.75-times that
at 40,000 feet at Mach 0.9. At Mach L.8, a equal to 2 and 40,000 feet,
the gross weight parameter for direct systems is 4.4, 5.4 and 7.3 pounds
per kilowatt for equipment component surface temperatures of 710, 6500
and 5900R, respectively. At flight altitudes above 20,000 feet the gross
weight penalty increases only slightly for an increase in the flight Mach
number from 0.9 to 1.8. Thi aircraft parameter a significantly affects
the gross weight penalty of the system since an appreciable portion of
the total penalty is due to equivalent drag of the bleed air-ram air
flows. At Mach 1.8 and 40,000 feet, the gross weight penalty is about
35% greater for the system in an aircraft having a lift-to-drag ratio of
9 versus 6.

The gross weight penalty of indirect bleed air systems is, typi-
cally, about 10 to 50% greater than for direct systems. The increase in
the gross weight parameter OWg(l-Zef)/kw due to the intermediate and
distribution components is from about 1 to 4 pounds per kilowatt, for
line lengths up to 300 feet.
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Air extraction fran the powerplant's compressor varies from about
40 to 200 pounds per kilowatt-hour. The volume of the precooling heat
exchanger is in the range of 35 to 150 cubic inches per kilowatt cooling
capacity. Duct diameters in the ultimate component vary, typically,
from 1 to 6 inches, depending greatly upon the system's cooling capacity.
Physical characteristics of the intermediate and distribution components
are similar to those for the expanded ram-air system. The optimum ef-
fectiveness of heat exchange on the transfer fluid side of the intermedi-
ate component is around 30 to 40% for an effectiveness of 90% on the ul-
timate side.

For the cooling conditions investigated in this study, assuming
bleed air for cooling purposes is available, and considering the devel-
oped state of this type of cooling system, bleed air systems for cooling
at flight Mach numbers around 1.8 appear most favorable of the air sys-
tems investigated. The use of bleed air systems for cooling at Mach 1.8
to 2 appear to be in direct competition with expendable and vapor cycle
cooling systems.

Additional investigation of bleed air cooling systems appears war-
ranted to determine (1) off-design performance, (2) the relative merits
of direct systems having a distribution component versus indirect sys-
tems and (3) the performance and physical characteristics at higher
flight Mach numbers.

Blower Cooling Systems

Blower cooling systems operating in ventilated compartments have
greater gross weight penalty than ram air systems with thrust recovery
over the range of flight conditions considered in this study. In gen-

* eral, the weight penalty of blower systems is somewhat lower than that
for ram air systems without thrust recovery. The difference in penalty
is relatively small for subsonic flight Mach numbers.

Blower cooling systems appear to have no distinct advantages over
ram air systems, even when installed in ventilated compartments, unless
there exists the need for spot cooling at locations remote to an air-
craft cooling system, or when equipment items must be cooled in very-
low-speed aircraft and ground cooling without the use of auxiliary equip-
ment is important.

Fuel Cooling Systems

For cooling under steady-state thermal co nxitions and equipment
component surface temperatures in the range fram 1300 to 2500F, fuel
cooling systems are essentially applicable only at subsonic flight speeds
over the altitude range from sea level to 65,000 feet. Fuel cooling in
the vicinity of Mach 1.5 appears practical from the cooling system's
viewpoint, providing the altitude is in excess of about 30,000 feet and
the surface temperature of the equipment component is 225 0 to 2500F, or
higher. The gross weight penalty of indirect fuel cooling systems is
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not significantly lower than that for indirect ram air systems.

A practical minimum value for the system tem rature potential is
about 600?. The gross weight parameter &Wg(lx-ref/k at this tempera-
ture potential varies fran about 1 to 5 pounds per kilowatt, depending
mostly upon the fuel side effectiveness of the intermediate component
and the length of the distribution component. Values of the gross weight
parameter of from 1.5 to 3 pounds per kilowatt appear most typical for
flight conditions appropriate to the system.

Low effectiveness of heat exchange on the fuel side of the inter-
mediate component minimizes the gross weight penalty of the cooling sys-
tem but increases in inverse proportion the fuel flow to be by-passed
through the intermediate heat exchanger. Reducing the fuel-side effec-
tiveness from 90 to 50% lowers the gross weight penalty of the system by
about one-third, but nearly doubles the required fuel flow rate to the
intermediate heat exchanger.

The temperature rise of the fuel across the intermediate heat ex-
changer is, typically, fra about 500 to 150°F. Fuel flow rates through
the heat exchanger are, typical]y,, in the range fra 50 to 150 pounds
per kilowatt-hour. Spatial requirement of the intermediate heat exchang-
er are in the range from 10 to 40 cubic inches per kilowatt. The ca-
pacity of fuel cooling systems varies appreciably with flight conditions.
For Mach 0.9 at 40,000 feet and an average surface temperature of 650OR,
the cooling potential is about 20 kilowatts per 1000 pounds net thrust.
The circulation rate required of the transfer fluid in the distribution
component is about from 2 to 4 gpz for each 10 kilowatts cooling capaci-
ty. The internal diameter of the distribution component line is, typi-
cally, in the range of 0.2 to 0.5 inch.

Fuel cooling sys tems for equipment cooling under steady-state ther-
mal conditions of the equipment items and the aircraft's fuel and fuel
system are applicable over a range of flight conditions similar to those
for ram air systems. The gross weight penalty of fuel cooling systems
is somewhat less, but on the same order of magnitude as that for indirect
ram air systems. The use of fuel cooling systems for aircraft equipment
cooling would appear to be defined by factors such as (1) the required
cooling capacity versus the availability of fuel to a heat exchanger,
(2) the general problem of the willingness or feasibility of using the
fuel for additional cooling purposes and (3) the desirability of employ-
ing a fuel cooling system when a cooling system such as the indirect ram
air system is independent of the aircraft's fuel system and has approxi-
mately the same aircraft gross weight penalty. The use of fuel for cool-
ing purposes would appear to have its greatest potential during flight
corresponding to the transient heating period of the fuel and its system.

Additional' study of fuel cooling systems should be conducted to de-
termine characteristics and performance of the system during (1) off-de-
sign operation and (2) the transient beating period of the fuel and its
system.
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Expendable Cooling Systems

Physical characteristics and aircraft gross weight penalty have
been evaluated for direct and indirect expendable cooling systems. Water,
ammonia, methanol and a mixture of water and methanol having a freezing
point of -65OF have been considered as ultimate coolants. Indirect aye-
tms have been evaluated on the basis of minimum gross weight penalty of
the basic system without expendable coolant, assuming use of a flooded
evaporator. Direct systems with a distribution component have been
evaluated assuming a pressurized coolant storage system and an equipment
component consisting of forced-flow dry evaporators at individual equip-
ment item. Coolant weight requirements are based on the fluidts change
of heat content from a .100OF-liquid to a saturated vapor at altitude
pressure,

Equipment component temperatures of 5900 and 650°R limit the ap-
plicability of water systems to altitudes above about 50,000 and 18,000
feet, respectively. Methanol cannot cool equipment below 620°R at sea
level. Ammonia has no altitude limitations for equipment between 5900
and 7100kR. The water-methanol mixture used in a forced-flow evaporator
is limited to altitudes above 34,000 feet for 590OR equipment and cannot
cool equipment below 650OR at sea level. Under conditions where all
coolants meet the temperature requirements the relative weights of cool-
ant required for water, the water-methanol mixture, ammonia and methanol
are 1. 1.42, 2.17 and 2.10, based on a water weight of 3.29 pounds per
kilowatt-hour. The use of ammonia in large systems is undesirable be-
cause of great coolant weight and volume. It requires storage space of
about /4 cubic foot per kilowatt-hour which may be reduced with the use
of methanol, the water-methanol mixture or water by approximately two-
fifths, two-thirds and four-fifths, respectively.

For application in direct systems with distribution lines to dis-
persed equipment items water is not suitable because of its high freezing
porit. The water-methanol mixture is most desirable for this type of aye-
tem. Its gross weight parameter AW (l-Xref)/kw is about 30% smaller
than for ammonia or methanol and wold be for 1 hour operating time on
the order of 5 pounds per kilowatt so that the actual aircraft gross
weight increase may be from 9 to 15 pounds.

The base weight of indirect systems, representing the gross weight

A penalty parameter without ultimate component, is principally determined
by system temperature potential for all coolants and transfer fluids.
Typical values for 200, 50 and 1000? temperature potential, equipment
component and transfer-fluid-side evaporator heat exchange effective-
nesses of 90% each, 25 kilowatt cooling capacity and 100 feet liUne langth
are 4.2, 1.4 and 0.8 pounds per kilowatt, respectively. They are reduced
by 0.2 to 0.4 pound when the cooling capacity is increased to 75 kilo-
watts. They increase by roughly one-half for twice the line length and
one-third for one and one-half times the line length. Transfer fluid
flow rates are large at small system temperature potential and reach
about 1 gallon per minute-kilowatt for a temperature potential of 10?
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per kilowatt. They are reduced 20% by a 3-fold increase of line length.
Internal line diameters are relatively large for water systems and vary
from 1/2 to 1 inch. Typical ammonia system transfer line diameters are
near 1/4 inch. The distribution line length is a major factor in deter-
mining the gross weight penalty of systems operating with temperature
potentials of less than 50 0 F. For a typical value of the gross weight
parameter of 6 pounds per kilowatt the available operating time of an
indirect water system may be reduced by one-half when the line length is
increased from 100 to 300 feet. The desirability of most central loca-
tion for the intermediate conponent is indicated and should be attainable
because of the system's independence frau connection to the flight atmos-
phere or canponent parts of the aircraft.

Indirect water systems have lower penalty than indirect ammonia
systems at 710°R equipment temperature over practically the entire alti-
tude range, except for very short operating times; a3so at 650oR at alti-
tudes above 20,000 feet in general and at higher altitudes for operating
times less than 1/2 hour. For 590&R equipment ammonia would be used even
above 50,000 feet altitude with gross weight parameters of about 10
pounds per kilowatt for 1 hour operating time. In thze mentioned ranges
of a plicability of the indirect water system the gross weight parameter
aWg(l-Xref)/kw is generally maller than 10 pounds per kilowatt for 2
hours operating time.

A typical volume for a water heat exchanger in the best range of
application would be 10 to 20 cubic inches per kilowatt. Ammonia heat
exchanger volumes would be about 2 cubic inches per kilowatt° Under
break-even conditions, in respect to total gross weight penalty, between
indirect water and ammonia systems at operating times of 2/2, 1 and 2
hours, water heat exchanger volumes would be relatively large, i.e.. 15.
30 and 60 cubic inches per kilowatt, respectively. However, under all
design conditions the cambined volume of evaporator and coolant storage
system would be 3 times greater for ammonia.

The feasibility of using a direct system with a dietribut!Dn -.Cui-
ponent and the water-methanol mixture as expendable coolant limit the
desirable range for use of an indirect water system for 710°R-.quipment
to operating times greater than 1/2 and 1-3/4 hours for 65.,000 feet altil-
tude and sea level, respectively, and for 650 0R-squipment to ope.:,ating
times greater than 1 hour at altitudes above .30,000O feet. For !590
equipment, the water-methanol direct system is superior under all practi-
cal conditions but yields td an ammonia system, probably of the indirect,
type, at altitudes below 34,000 feet unless a direct methanol system with
distribution lines is considered acceptable from the safety standpoint,
in which case it would be preferable between 34,000 and 17,000 feet al-
titude.

In respect to gross weight penalty, expendable systems appear to
be competitive with other cooling systems principally for supersonic
flight conditions at all altitudes and equipment coaponent temperatures
for flight durations less than 1-1/2 hours. At the low equipment temper-
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ature of 590 0R, 40,000 feet altitude and in the Mach number range from
1.5 to 1.8, expendable systems would be superior to other systems for
operating times shorter than 2 hours. At altitudes above 50,000 feet
expendable systems may impose less penalty for operating times up to
2-1/2 hours. Under such conditions spatial requirements are small. For
low-altitude low-equipment temperature application the large storage
volume required for ammonia may reduce the system's usefulness to flight
times shorter than indicated from the penalty standpoint. For cruise-
dash-cruise flight plans the integration of an indirect expendable cool-
ing system into the distribution system of another system applicable to
cruise conditions appears simple and offers the merit of low penalty.

Additional studies of expendable cooling systems should be con-
cerned with (1) transient thermal conditions, (2) optimization of insu-
lation of storage containers for coolant supplied at ground level tem-
perature, or refrigerated to an optimum minimum temperature, and (3) op-
timization of integration with ram air systems for cruise-dash-cruise
applications.

Vapor Cycle Refrigeration Systems

Pbysical characteristics and aircraft gross weight penalty of in-
direct simple ram air systems with vapor cycle refrigeration intermediate
components and distribution components utilizing a liquid transfer fluid
have been evaluated for supersonic flight speeds. Study of cycle charac-
teristics resulting from the use of various commercial refrigerants have
indicated Freon-l to require least compressor power, for both simple
and regenerative cycles operating in the range of evaporator and conden-V ser temperatures of significance in the studr. For condenser tempera-
tures over 3OOF the critical temperature of the refrigerant is ap-
proached and under such conditions a refrigerant of higher critical tem-
perature, if available, would reduce power requirements. Freon-fl is
assumed as refrigerant in the analysis of cooling systems using a high-
speed centrifugal compressor either with electric or pneumatic drive.
The systems are evaluated on the basis of thrust recovery of the ultimate
cooling air and minimum gross weight penalty which includes the optimiza-'
tion of transfer fluid line diameter and flow rate, evaporator effective-
ness, evaporator and condenser temperatures, ram air flow rate and con-
denser effectiveness and pressure drop. Cooling of the electric drive
motor, when used, by means of the vapor cycle component is assumed. Op-
timum condenser temperatures for a range in the difference of total ram
air temperature minus equipment component temperature from -250 to +100OF
are, on the average, 600 to 45OF greater than the rem air temperature.

* The coefficient of performance of the vapor cycle is three when the ram
air-equipment temperature difference is zero, and is reduced to one when
170F temperature difference which corresponds rou~hy to 590 0R-equip-
ment operation at 40,000 feet altitude and Mach 1.8.

The gross weight penalty is principally determined by the overall
temperature potential, defined as the difference of ram air minus equip-
ment temperature, and decreases, at constant temperature potential, 20
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to 25% between 55,000 feet altitude and sea level. Values of the gross
weight penalty parameter W (l4ref)/1kw are maximum at the greatest ram
air temperature occurring a0 3,00 feet altitude and Mach 1.8, where,
for 100 feet distribution line length and a value of the aircraft param-
eter a of 2, and equipment temperatures of 590, 6500 and 7100R the pen-
alty parameter is 8.6, 12.3 and 22 pounds per kilowatt, respectively,
for the electric-drive system and 6.2, 9 and 16, respectively, or 27%
smaller, for the pneumatic-drive sys ton. Reducing the flight speed at
constant altitude from 1.8 to 1.4 approximately halves the penalty. In
the probable range of best application of the system the actual increase
in aircraft gross weight would be in the range from 6 to 30 pounds per
kilowatt.

On the order of 50% of the gross weight penalty may be caused by
the compressor power supply system by virtue of its dead weight and the
requirement for fuel flow increase to the powerplant it imposes because
of shaft power extraction or air bleed. For electric-drive systems
which have large dead weight, increasing the aircraft parameter a from
2 to 3 would increase the penalty about 10%. For pneumatic-drive systems
which have smaller dead weight but more drag due to air bleeod, increasing
a from 2 to 3 would increase the penalty 20 to 25%.

The penalty parameter increases 0.9 to 1.8 pounds per kilowatt per
100 feet of distribution line length and is reduced by about 0.02 per
kilowatt increase over 25 kilowatt cooling capacity. Smaller systemswould require the use of positive displacement compressrs because the
indicated small dimensions and extremey high operating speeds of centri-
fugal compressors would be impractical.

Increase of heat dissipation to the ram air by the compressor power
input tends to impose large air rate requirements which are held reason-
able by design of condensers with 80% effectiveness. Design for a duct
Mach number of 0.3 yields air ducts from 4 to f1 inches in diameter for
25 kilowatt system cooling capacity, varying with the square root of the
capacity. Design of systems in the 75- to 100-kw capacity range should
be based on very iiort high-velocity air in direct systems in order to
yield practical duct sizes. Optimum evaporator effectivenessee vary frc
70 to 82% for distribution systems 100 to 300 feet long. Combined volume
of evaporator and condenser is in the range from 1/2 to 3/2 cubic foot
per 25 kilowatt cooling capacity of electric-drive systems and is up to
20% smaller for pneumatic-drive systems. Bleed air rates for pneumatic
compressor drive may range from 10 to 60 pounds per hour per kilowatt
and mar produce additional cooling capacity, however at increased bleed
air rate, if a rem-air recooler is used, i.e., the vapor cycle cmpres-
sor would be used as a loading device of the expanuion turbine of a
bleed air ystem.

Transfer fluid flow rates for large system temperature potentials
are high and approach 1 gallon per minute per kilowatt, but are most
typically half of this value. Distribution line diameters range frou

to 1 inch with 25 kilowatt cooling capacity.
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, Under conditions of maximu difference between ram air and equip-

ment temperature, e.g., 590O equipment at Mach 1.8 and 40.,000 feet al-
titude, use of the regenerative cycle employing appreciable subcooling
of the liquid refrigerant by superheating the vapor before conpression,
will result in decrease of the total system penalty by 10 to 15% if the
regenerator's vapor-side effectiveness is 50 to 60%. The regenerator
would add 20 to 30% to the system volume. The relatively small percent-
age of penalty reduction would be very significant in this high-penalty
range and should make the total penalty smaller than for axr comparable
cooling system.

Electric-drive vapor cycle systems appear to be too heavy to merit
serious consideration in comparison to other types of cooling systems.
Pneumatic-drive vapor cycle systems appear to be very competitive for
supersonic flight speeds, particulary at altitudes above 40,000 feet
and near sea level. Regenerative systems with optimized regenerator ef-
fectivenesses would probably yield systems imposing over the entire su-
personic flight range less penalty than any other system for equipment
temperatures of 5909R. A potential means of reducing the penalty of
vapor cycle systems by an additional 10 to 15%, probably at the expense
of some vulnerability, would be the use of the refrigerant in a distri-
bution camponent and the elimination of the transfer fluid. For appli-
cations at flight speeds near Mach 1.8 a need for a refrigerant more
suitable than Freon-Ul exists,

Vapor cycle refrigeration systems have the same practical limita-
tions as ram air systems which constitute their ultimate camponent, ex-
cept that the total ram air temperature can be 1500 to 200OF higher than
the equipment temperature. Application of electric drive is Limited by
available or practically feasible generator capacity, pneumatic drive is
limited by availability of a high-pressure air source.

Additio nal investigations in reference to the application of vapor
cycle refrigeration components in aircraft equipment cooling systems
should be concerned, in addition to component development problems, with
(1) search for or development of a refrigerant exhibiting a higher coef-
ficient of performance than Freon-ll when operating with evaporator tem-
peratures from 1000' to 200"? and condenser temperatures from 200" to
3500?, (2) more complete study of optimized regenerative systems, (3)
off-design performance and control problems, (4) evaluation of effects
on system penalty and pirsical characteristics resulting from the use of
the refrigerant in a distribution system serving dispersed equipment

i items equipped with individual expasion valves and either external
evaporators or with evaporation taking place at internal camponent sur-
faces, (5) study of optimized combined bleed air and vapor cycle cooling
systems, using the refrigerant campressor as load on the bleed air ex-
pansion turbine, and (6) study of optimised expanded ram-air and vapor
cycle cooling systems, using the refrigeration compressor as load on the
ram-air turbine.
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C psrison of Aircraft Penalty of Cooling Systems

The following comparisons of the various types of aircraft cooling
systems considered in this study are based principally on aircraft gross
weight penalty; a few comparisons are made on the basis of system volume.
The relative reliability, vulnerability, off-design performance charac-
teristics, flexibility in location within an aircraft, etc. of the vari-
ous systems are not presented. Gross weight penalty of a cooling system
is defined on the basis of the required increase in aircraft gross weight
at take-off when a cooling system is added to an aircraft, in order to
allow the same range and payload as the same aircraft has without a cool-
ing system. The canparisons are presented on the basis of (1) steady
state thermal conditions of the equipnent items being cooled, the cooling
system and the aircraft in general, (2) equipnent- coponent surface tem-
peratures in the range of 1300 to 250 0F, (3) altitudes to 65,000 feet,
(4) flight Mach numbers to 1.8 and (5) direct and indirect cooling sys-
tems. Direct systems employing a distribution component for the ultimate
fluid to serve widely dispersed equipment items havebeen considered in
this study for expendable systems only.

Comparisons of direct cooling systems are presented in the follow-
ing for (i) rm air, (2) expanded ram-air, (3) bleed air, (4) blower and
(5) expendable types of systems. Indirect cooling systems compared are
(1) ram air (2) expanded ram-air, (3) bleed air, (4) fuel, (5) expend-
able and (6S vapor cycle refrigeration.

1. Direct Cooling Systems

The flight conditions corresponding to equal gross weight pen-
alty for ram air (R) versus expanded ram-air (E) and ram air (R) versus
bleed air (B) direct cooling systems are presented in Figures II-1 and
11-2. For flight conditions to the right of the equal-penalty break-even
lines, the gross weight penalty of ram air systems is greater than for
the other systems. Also presented are values of the gross weight parame-
ter corresponding to the *break-even" flight conditions and the equiva-
lent operating time of direct expendable systems employing water as the
ultimate fluid. The data in Figure 31-1 are for equipment component sur-
face temperatures of 5900, 6500 and 710°R and the aircraft parameter a
equal to 2. A value of a equal to 2 corresponds to aircraft lift-to-drag
ratios in the range of about 5 to 8 for a representative range of values
of the ratio of fuel weight to gross weight at take-off for various types
of aircraft. The most representative value of the lift-to-drag ratio
corresponding to a equal to 2, probably, would be 6. For a equal to 4
the most representative lift-to-drag ratio would be, thereforej about 12.
Design conditions for the three types of cooling systems considered in
Figures 11-1 and 11-2 are taken as the average of the ranges of all in-
dependent variables of design considered in the individual system evalu-
ations presented in Sections VIII 1Z and 1. The gross weight parameter
for direct systems 6Wg(l-Zref)(eS/kw employed in these comparisons may
be used to define the aircraft gross weight increase per kilowatt cooling
capacity by selection of numerical values for the equipment component
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effectiveness eE and the aircraft's fuel weight to gross weight ratio
of. The equivalent operating time for direct expendable sy toes am-

.Loing water is obtained by dividing the value of the parameter
'LlteElair) by the value of the effectiveness of the equipment component

for the air system being compared.

The break-even flight conditions for ram air versus expanded
ram air coolinasystems over the equipnent component temperature range
of 5900 to 710 corresponds to a system temperature potential for the
ram air system of from 250 to 50 0 F. The corresponding temperature po-
tential of ram air systems in comparison with bleed air systems is from
about 200 to 40 0F. At these low temperature potentials of ram air sys-
tems, minor variations in the temperature potential produce significant
changes in the gross weight penalty of ram air systems. Thus, when con-
sidering design conditions other than those employed in this study, the
general flight regions corresponding to the break-even point may be con-sidered more significant than the absolute value of the gross weight
penalty. The flight conditions for break-even of ram air versus ex-
panded ram-air are approximately the same as for ram air versus bleed
air systems. At the lowest equipment temperature of 5900R, the weight
penalty of expanded ram-air and bleed air systems is less than that for
ram air systems over a significant portion of the flight conditions con-
sidered. At the highest temperature of 7100R., the weight penalty of ram
air systems is lower than that for the expanded ram-air and bleed air
systems throughout most of the flight range under consideration. The
value of the parameter a produces no significant change in the break-
even flight conditions, but does significantly alter the break-even
gross weight penalty.

The break-even gross weight penalty for ram air versus ex-
panded ram-air systems at surface temperatures around 6500 to 7101R cor-
responds to (r)(eZ-air) for expendable water systems of about 0.5 to1.5 hours. Thus, for an effectiveness of the equipnent component equal
to 75% in the ram air and expanded ran-air systems, the equivalent op-
erating time of an expendable water system would be about in the range
of 0.75 to 2 hours. The cRrresponding equivalent operating time for a
surface temperature of 590R is in the range of 1.5 to 3 hours. For
blod air versus ram air systems at surface temperatures of 6500 to
7100R, the parameter (t)(eEjai) is on the order of 1.25 to 1.5 hours.
Hence, with ev-air equal to75%, the equivalent operating time for an
expendable water system is around 1.5 to 2 hours. The parameter (r)
( eair) is equal to about 2 hours at the break-even gonditions of ram
air versus bleed air for a surface temperature of 590wR. An increase in
a from 2 to 4 at the average surface temperature of 650OR roughly doubles
the equivalent operating time at the break-even conditions for ram-air
versus bleed air systems; the corresponding increase in equivalent op-
erating time for ram air versus expanded ram-air systems is by a ratio
in the range of 4 to 3 to 2 to 1.

As discussed in Section XIII, direct expendable water system
are limited in application to altitudes above 50,000 and 18,000 feet for
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Figure 11-3. Break-even ross weight penalties and flight conditions
for direct expanded ram-air versus direct bleed air systems. a - 2.

equipment temperatures of 5900 and 650°R. respectively. Below these al-
titudes, an expendable ammonia or methanol would have to be used for
which the parameter (t)(eE-air) indicated for an expendable water system
would have to be divided by a factor equal to 2.15.

Flight conditions for equal penalty of expanded ram-air and
bleed air direct cooling systems are shown iJn Figure 11-3 for surface
temperatures of 5900, 650' and 710°R with the parameter a equal to 2.
The gross weight penaliV of the expanded ram-air system is lower than
that for the bleed air s~rstem inside of the break-even line. With sur-
face temperatures of 650° to 7100R., the weight penalty of bleed air sys-
tems is lower only at altitudes above 50,000 to 60,000 feet over the
range of flight conditions considered in this study. At Mach 0.9 and
surface temperatures around 6500 to 7100R. the break-even altitudes are
in the range of 50,000 to 55,000 feet. The bleed air system has lower
weight penalty at both high and low altitudes for the lower surface tem-
perature of 590R. Surface temperatures below 590°R would result in the
bleed air system having lower weight penalty over the entire range of
flight conditions. The weight penalties corresponding to the break-even
conditions are shown on the left in Figure 11-3. The parameter (r)
(eE_air) is equal to from about 1.5 to 2. so that the equivalent opera-
ting time of a direct expendable water system is at least on the order
of 2 hours.
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Comparisons of the gross weight penalt of ram air and expanded
ram-air cooling systems are shown in Figures II-4 through 11-7. Figures
17-4.9 17-5 and 11-6 are for the parameter a equal to 4 and equipment com-
ponent surface temperatures of 710, 650° and 590 0R, respective~y. The
comparison shown in Figure 11-7 is fr a of 2 and an average surface tem-
perature of 6500R. The heavy solid line denotes the range of flight con-
ditions considered in this study. The dotted line is the break-even or
equal-penalty line for the two systems and the cross-hatched area denotes
the flight conditions for which the gross weight penalty of .the expanded
ram-air system is less than that of the ram air system. Thus, weight
penalties inside the dotted line are for ram air systems. Lines of con-
stant gross weight penalty are shown in terms of the gross weight parame-
ter for direct systems AW (l-Xref)(eE)/kw pounds per kilowatt. For a
surface temperature of 710-R and a equal to 4., Figure 11-4. the gross
weight penalty is relatively low for most of the flight conditions con-
sidered. Below Mach lo, the parameter (r)(eEair) never exceeds roughly
0.5 hour, so that the equivalent operating time of the direct expendable
water system would in most instances be less than 1 hour. The gross
weight penalty of the expanded ram-air system for 710oR surface tempera-
ture is about 8-times that of the ram air system at flight conditions
around Mach 0.9 to 1 and altitudes in the vicinity of 40,O00 feet. At a.
surface temperature of 650°R and a equal to 4. the weight penalty of the
expanded ram-air system is lower than that for ram air systems over
roughly one-third of the flight range considered. The parameter (-r)
(eE-air) for direct expendable systems using water varies from around
0.2 to 1)0 hour for the ram air system range and from around 0.6 to 1.5
hours for the range associated with the expanded ram-air system. At the
lowest surface temperature of 590OR and a equal to 49 Figure 11-6.9 the
expanded ram-air system has weight penalties lower than the ram air sys-
tem for about one-half of the flight range considered. The gross weight
penalties for the systems are considerably higher than at surface tem-
peratures of 6500 and 7100R. At the flight condition of minimum penalty
for the ram air system and 590°R surface temperature, the weight penalty
for the expanded ram-air system is greater by a ratio of about 5 to 1.
The parameter ('r)(eE_air) for expendable water sWstems corresponding to
the conditions of Figure 11-6 varies from around 0.25 to over 3 hours.
Comparison of Figures 11-5 and 11-7 illustrates the effect of a change
in the parameter a from 4 to 2. aross weight penalties are lower far a
of 2., but the range of flight conditions for which the weight penalty of
ram air systems is lower than that for expanded ram-air systems is about
the same as for a of 4.

The gross weight penalties of bleed air and ram air systems are
canpared in Figures II-8 through I-II. Figures I-8 11-9 aid 11-10 are
for equipment component surface temperatures of 7100, 6500 and 590%,
respectively, with the parameter a equal to 4. Figure II-1 presents a
similar comparison for an average surface temperature of 6500k and the
parameter a equal to 2. The dotted line in these plots defines the
break-even penalty line for ram air versus bleed air systems . The cross-
hatched area corresponds to bleed air systems of smaller penalty, with
the area on the opposite side of the dotted line corresponding to ram
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air systems. With refeence to Figure 11-8, for a equal to 4 and a sur-
face temperature of 710%, the gross weight penalty of ram air systems
is lower than that of bleed air systems for almost the entire range of
flight conditions considered in this study. For flight conditions in
the vicinity of Mach 1.8, the parameter (,)(eZ_&ir) is equal to about 2
hours, so that the equivalent flight time for a direct expendable system
using water would be in excess of 2 hours. For flight conditions cor-
responding to minlmu gross weight penalty of ram air systems at 710"R
surface temperature, the gross weight penalty of bleed air systems is
greater by a ratio of about 20 to 1. The gross weight penalty of bleed
air systems for a surface temperature of 590OR is less than that for ram
air systems over roughly one-half of the flight range considered in this
study. The gross weight penalty of bleed air systems for flight condi-
tions in the vicinity of minimum penalty of ram air systems and a sur-
face temperature of 590OR is greater by a ratio of about 10 to 1. Equiva-
lent operating times of direct expendable water systems for 590°R surface
temperature and a equal to 4 are in excess of 3 hours at flight condi-
tions corresponding to least penalty for bleed air systems. Comparing
the data of Figure 11-9 and II-11 illustrates that a decrease in a from
4 to 2 reduces the gross weight penalty in the high-Mach-number range by
a ratio of nearly 2 to 1.

The gross weight penalties of bleed air and expanded ram-air
systems are campared in Figures 11-12 through 11-15. The cross-hatched
area corresponds to flight conditions for which the gross weight penalty
of bleed air systems is lower. Figures 11-12, 11-13 and II-14 compare
the penalties of the two systems for the parameter a 9qual to 2 and
equipment component surface temperatures of 7100, 650 and 590 0 R, re-
spectively. For the range of flight conditions considered in this study,
the gross weight penalty of expanded ram-air systems is lower than that
of bleed air systems when the surface temperature is around 650°R and
higher, except at flight altitudes above roughly 55,000 feet. At alti-
tudes in the range of 10,000 to 40,000 feet and for surface temperatures
of the equipment camponent in the range of 6500 to 7100R, the weight pen-
alty of the bleed air system is roughly twice that of the expanded ram-
air system. The weight penalty of bleed air systems is less than that
of expanded ram-air systems for a surface temperature of 5900 R over a
major portion of the flight range under consideration. In the altitude
vicinity of 30,000 to 40,000 feet and for an equipment component surface
temperature of 590 0R, the gross weight penalty of bleed air systems is
aprox-natelvy 50% greater than that of expanded ram-air systems. The
comparison of bleed air and expanded ram-air systems for the parameter
a equal to 1.0 and an average surface temperature of 650OR is shown in

U Figure II-15. A lower value for the parameter a increases the flight
range over which the gross weight penalty of bleed air systems is lower
than that of expanded ram-ir systems. The gross weight penalty of em-
panded ram-air systems is less than that for bleed air systems over the
entire range of flight conditions under consideration when the parameter
a is greater than about 2.75.

The weight penalty of direct blower cooling systems is greater
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than that for direct ram air systems within the range of flight condi-
tions under consideration. The weight penalty of blower systems is lower
thin that of ram air systems on3y at low flight Mach numbersj below about
Mach 0.5 at 40,000 feet.

Conparisons of the gross weight penalty for direct ram-air,
expanded ra-air, bleed air, blower and expendable water systems are
presented in Figures 11-16 through 11-21 for various flight conditions,
equipment coponent surface temperatures and values of the aircraft pa-
rameter a. The cross-hatched areas define the approximate range on the
gross weight parameter of the system resulting from consideration of the
probable ranges on values of secondary design variables. The equivalent
operating time of an expendable water system is obtained by dividing the
indicated operating time by the effectiveness of the equipment component
for the air system being compared. Figure 11-16 compares the gross
weight penalty of five direct systems for the flight condition of Mach
0.9 and an altitude of 40,000 feet, the parameter a equal to 4 and
equipment conponent surface temperatures of 5900 and 710°R. The gross
weight penalty of the ram air system is significantly below that for the
other systems. The equivalent operating time for the expendable water
system would be less than 0.5 hour, unless the equipment component ef-
fectiveness is below about 50%. The weight penalty of direct ram air
systems without thrust recovery for this flight condition would be on
the same order of magnitude as for the blower system. which is consider-
ably below the weight penalties of the expanded ram-air and bleed air
systems and corresponds to an equivalent operating time in the range of
0.5 to 1.0 hour. The comparison of the gross weight penalty for the
various direct systems at the same flight condition but for a-values ofV 2 and 4 and an average surface temperature of 650OR is shown in Figure
11-17. The comparison illustrates that for this flight condition the
weight penalty of ram air systems is lowest for a range of various types
of aircraft represented by the lift-to-drag ratio and the ratio of fuel
weight to gross weight at take-off. The comparison of the gross weight
penalties for the highest and lowest surface temperatures, a equal to 4,
i.e., a lift-to-drag ratio in the vicinity of 12 and the flight condi-
tion of 60,000 feet at Mach 0099 is shown in Figure 11-18. A lift-to-
drag ratio on the order of 18. a of about 6, would present an even more
favorable weight penalty comparison for ram air systems at this flight
condition. At high altitudes, the gross weight penalty of expanded ram-
air systems is higher than or on the same order of magnitude as that for
bleed air syitems.

Figure 11-20 presents a comparison of the gross weight penal-
ties for the flight condition of Mach 1.8 at 4~0,000 feet, The parameter
a is equal to 2. The weight penalty of the bleed air and expanded ram-
air systems are approximately the same, and correspond to an equivalent
operating time on the order of 1.0 to 2.5 hours, Blower and ram air
systems are inoperable at this flight condition for the lowest surface
temperature of 590 0 R. For the highest surface temperature of 710OR the
weight penalty of ram air systems is about twice that of bleed air sys-
tems with the equivalent operating time being on the order of 3 hours.
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Figure 11-21 presents a similar comparison for the flight condition of
Mach 1.5 at 20,000 feet. Ram air and blower systems are inoperable for
the entire range of surfece temperatures. The weight penalty for the
expanded ram-air system is roughly one-half of that for the bleed air
system at the highest surface temperature and about 25% greater at the
lowest surface temperature. The equivalent operating time would be frem
less than 1.0 hour to greater than 3 hours for the range of weight pen-
altw on the two systems.

Figure 11-22 presents the variation of the Coss weight parame-
ter for direct ram air systems as a function of the system temperature
potential. The band defines the range on weight penalty for all flight
and design conditions investigated in this study. The system temperature
potential is the difference of the equipment component surface and inlet
total air temperatures divided by 100. These data may be used for esti-
mation of the gross weight penalty at anr flight condition, equipment
component surface temperature and atmcspheri. air temperature. Similar
data are presented in Figures 11-23 and II-24 for the expanded ram-air
system and in Figures II-25 and II-26 for the bleed air system. For any
value of the system temperature potentials the gross weight parameter in-
creases with the type of system in the order - ram air, expanded ram-
air, bleed air. except at the highest altitudes where, in genral., the
weight penalty of bleed air systems is somewhat lower than that of ex-
pended ram-air systems.

Figure II-27 presents an crder-ofinagnitude comparison of the
spatial requirements for direct ram air., direct expanded ram-air and
direct bleed air systems. The flight Mach number is 0.9 and the compari-
sons are presented for the highest and lowest surface temperatures at al-
titudes of 40,000 and 60,000 feet. Spatial requirements of ram air and
expanded ram-air systems are approzim tely the same. Spatial require-
ments of bleed air systems at this flight Mach number are greater by- a
ratio of roughly 2 to 1.

2. Indirect Cooling Systems

Aircraft gross weight penalty of an indirect cooling system is
greater than that of a direct system because of the additional interme-
diate and distribution cmponens , but the indirect s7ystem is oapable of
serving widely dispersed or a nmber of groups of equipment its. Com.-
parisons of various indirect sys taes presented in the following employ a
water-aetl alcohol mixture as transfer fluid, having a freezing point,

of -650F.
Figure 17-28 presents the break-even flight conditions and

gross weight penalty of indirect ram air versus indirect expanded ram-
air cooling systems. Flight conditions to the left of the various lines
shown in the altitude-Mach nunber plot correspond to least penalty for
the indirect ram air system. Break-even flight conditions are orly
slightly affected by the magnitude of the aircraft parameter a. Also,
the length of the distribution compoent wculd only slightly alter the

WADC TR 5-359 5
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Figure 11-27. Compariamof vo1lme odietram sirs expanded
ramairandbleed air system.

brak-even flight conditions. The aircraft penalty is least for indirect
ran air system aver roughly mne-half of the flit rang. for the lowest

jequipment component surface temperature of 59*R Supersonic flight
Uspeeds of major significance for the range under consideration correspond

to least penalty for indirect expanded ram air Wostans. Break-even val-
ue of thie gross weight parameter £5w (-gr)/aw vary fron about 3 to
over 10 pounds per kilowatt. Thus, &h equvalnt operating time of a
direct expendable 373tan employing water would-be frou around 1.0 to over
3 houirs.

Figure 17-29 presents a simiar brea-.vn o paisaon f or 1ib.
direct expanded rom-air versus indirect bleed air systae Flight c..dl-
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Figure 11-32. Gross
6weight penalty of indirect
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tions inside of the lines shown on the altitude-Mach number plot corre-
spond to least weight penalty for indirect expanded ram-air systems. Ex-
cept for low surface temperatures and low values of the parameter a, the
gross weight penalty for indirect bleed air systems over the flight range
under consideration is lower only at flight altitudes above about 50,000I feet. The gross weight penally is lower for bleed air systems over a
significantly large portion of the flight range for surface temperatures
around 590 0R. Break-even values of the gross weight parameter
awg(l-Iref)/kir for indirect bleed air versus indirect expanded ram-air
systems vary from about 5 *to 1U, which correspond to an equivalent oper-
ating time for direct expendable water systems of from about 1.5 to 3~hours.

Figures 11-30, 1-31 and 11-32 present comparisons of the gross
weight penalty of indirect ram air and indirect expanded ram-air cooling
systems for equipment conponent surface temperatures of 7100, 6500 and
5900R, respectively. The data correspond to a distribution component
length of 200 feet, a equal to 4 and effectivenesses of the equipment
cnonent equal to 90% or higher. Values of the gross weight parameter
W-( l-ref)/kw for indirect ram air systems at subsonic Mach numbers and

altitudes in the vicinity of 4O,000 feet are on the order of one-third of
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Figure 11-33. Comparison of the gross weight penalty of indirect ram
air and indirect expanded ram-air systems. LD a 200 ft. a - 4.

the weight penalty at the break-even flight conditions. The region of
least penalty for ram air systems is essentially limited to subsonic
flight speeds. The equivalent operating time of an expendable water sys-
tem shown on the auxiliary scale is for an indirect system at 60,000 feet
and a distribution component length of 200 feet. The comparison to this
systan and design condition is for the purpose of convenience in presen-
tation. Indirect expendable water systems are coapared for other flight
conditions and ultimate fluids in subsequent paragaphs. At Mach 0.9
and 40,000 feet the equivalent operating time for the reference water
system is less than about 10 minutes for all surface tenperatures con-
sidered. The equivalent operating time at Mach 1.5 and 14OO00 feet is
0.7, 1.5 and 2 hours for surface temperatures of 7100, 6506 and 5900R,
rmpectively; at Mach 1.8 ad 40,000 feet the corresponding values are
1.5, 2 and 2.7 hours.

Figure 11-33 presents a comparison of the gross weight parame-
ter of indirect ran air and expanded ren-air cooling systems for various
representative flight conditions and equipment component surface temper-
atures. The rang on the gross weight parameter indicated by the cross-IwADc TR 54-359 58
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j jBleed air system Bleed air system
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Figure 11-38. Gross weight pen- Figure 11-39. Gross weight pen-
alt' of indirect expanded ram-air alty of indirect expanded ram-air
versus i ect bleed air systems. versus in4irect bleed air systems.
TEO v 6501R. a a 2o L a 200 ft. TEs w 590R. a - 2. Iv w 2O0ft.

hatched area is intended to be representative of the effects of varia-
tions in secondary design variables. At the flight Mach nunber of 0.9
the weight penalty of the indirect ram air system is appreciab3y lower
except for the conditions of low altitude and low surface temperature.
The gross weight penalties of the two systems are approximately the same
at Mach 1.5 and 4O,OO feet when the surface temperature is 650OR and
higher. The equivalent operating time for the reference indirect water
system varies frau less than 1 hour to around 3 hours.

Comparisons of the gross weight penalty for indirect ram air
and bleed air systems are presented in Figures II-34, II-35 and II-3.
The distribution component length is 200 feet and the effectiveness of
the equipment componnt is 90% or. higher. The system caparisons in
Figures II-34 and II-35 are for the parameter a equal to 2 and 4, re-
spective.y, and an equipment caponent surface temperature of 650ft. The
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Figure 11-40. Qross weight pen- Figure 11-41. Gross weight pen-
alty of indirect expanded ram-air :ity of indirect expanded ram-air
versus indirect bleed air systems. versus ir4irect bleed air systems.
TEs a 65 0 0R. a w 1. LD w 200 ft. TEs - 6 5o R . a - 3. 1 - 200 ft.

data in Figure 11-36 are for a equal to 4 and 590°R surface temperature.
Data for the surface temperature of 710OR are not presented since the
indirect ram air penalty is lower than the bleed air for almost the en-
tire flight range under consideratioA, The equivalent operating times
of the reference indirect water system vary from 0 to 2.5 hours for 650%R
surface temperature and fram 0 to 4 hours at 590OR surface temperature.

Figures 11-37 through 11-41 present ccmparisons of indirect ex-- panded ram-air and indirect bleed air systems having a distribution cam-

ponent length of 200 feet. Figures 11-37, 11-38 and 11-39 are for a
equal to 2 and equipment camponent surface temperatures of 7100, 6500 arA
5900 R, respectively. Like with direct systems, the weight penalty is
least for expanded ram-air systems except at high altitudes and for low
surface temperatures. The equivalent operating time for the reference
indirect water system ranges fram about 0.6 to 3 hours for the flight
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fl Figure 11-44. Distribution ccmpo- Figure 11-45. Transfer fluid flow
nent line diameters for indirect rates for indirect fuel, ram air
fuel, ram air and expnded ram-air and expanded ram-air systems.
systems. TEs w 650t. kw a 25. TEs 65oR. kw . 25.
LD w 200 feet. LD  200 feet.

conditions under consideration. Figures 11-40 and 11-41 compare the
weight penalties for a of 1 and 3, respectively. The general regions for
least penalty of the two systems are very much alike those for the direct
systems.

The gross weight penalties of indirect expanded ram-air and in-
direct bleed air systems are compared in Figure Il-42 for various flightconditions~ surface temperatures and values of the parameter m. It
should be observed that although the weight penalty of the indirect ex-
panded ram-air system is frequently lower, it is not lower by a signifi-
cant amount. Also, under the conditions of high altitude or low surface
temperature the weight penalty is oftentimes greater than that for indi-
rect bleed air systems. Thus, with the exception of the flight condi-
tions for which the weight penalty of indirect ram air systems is con-
siderably lower, the expanded ram-air system does not have a distinct
advantage in gross weight penalty over the indirect bleed air system.
Systems for long-range aircraft would tend to favor expanded ram-air sys-
tems for many flight conditions. Availability of bleed air for cooling
purposes would appear to be a major factor in governing the use of ex-
panded ram-air versus bleed air cooling systems.

Indirect fuel and indirect ram air cooling systems have gross
weight penalties on the same order of magnitude. The weight penalty of
the fuel cooling systems is always somewhat lower because of the assump-
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Figure 11-46. Comparison of gross weight Figure 11-47. Gross
penalty for direct versus i~direct systems. weight penalty of direct
Mcom 0.9. Alt. a 40,000 ft. a a 4. and indirect expanded
eE-direct = 0.75. LD a 200 ft. ram-air and bleed air

systems. MaOO-.8. Aft.-
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ton that the equilibrium fuel temperature is defined by a recovery fac-
tar of 0.9 and because of the absence of drag for the ultimate component.
Figure 11-43 compares the gross weight penalty for the two systems at

~various flight conditions, surface temperatures and distribution compo-
nent lengths. The effectiveness of heat emchange on the fuel Wie of

~the intermediate component is 80%. Lower values for this effectiveness
reduce the gross weight penalty of the system but increase the fuel flow
which must be by-passed through the intermediate heat exchanger. The
gross weight penalty of indirect fuel systms is about 50 to 80% of that
for indirect ram air systems. The equivalent operating time for the
reference indirect water system is from 0 to around 1 hour.

Figures 11-44 and 11-45 indicate typical values of the line
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Figure II-48. Break-even gross weight penalties and flight conditions
for indirect bleed air and indirect vapor cycle cooling systems

with electric or pneumtic drive. a w 2. ID a 200 feet.

diameter and transfer fluid flow rate in the distribution cumponent for

indirect fuel. ram air and expanded ram air systems. The surface temper-
ature is 650R, line length 200 feet and cooling capacity 25 kilowatts.
The line diameter and flow rate vary roughly in proportion to the cooling

capacity to the 0.5 and 1.0 power, respectively. For a capacity of 25
kilowatts, an internal diameter of around 0.4 inch and a flow rate of
around 5 gp are representative values for operational conditions practi-
cal for these types of cooling systems.

Gross weight penalties of several direct and indirect systems
are compared in Figure II-46 for the flight condition of Mach 0.9 and
40,000 feet. The effectiveness of heat exchange for the equipent cm-
ponent in direct systems is 75%. The gross weight penalty of direct sys-
tems varies, for all practical purposes, in inverse proportion to the
effectiveness of the equipuent component. The distribution component
length is 200 feet and the parameter a is 4. At this flight condition
the gross weight penalty of the indirect ram air system is relatively
low; the equivalent operating time for the reference indirect water sys-
tan never exceeds about 0.25 hour. The gross weight penalty of the in-
direct ram air system is greater than that for the direct system by a
ratio of from, 2 to 3, although the absolute increase in the gross weight.
parameter is only about 1.0 to 1.5 pounds per kilowatt. The weight pen-
alty of indirect expanded ram-air and bleed air systems Is greater than
the direct system weight penalty by about 15 and 30%.
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Figure 11-49. aross weight penalty of indirect bleed air versus indi-
rect vapor cycle cooling systems with electric or pnematic drive.

TZs a 710R. -2. ID s 200 feet.

(Iross weight penalties for direct and indirect expanded ram-air
and bleed air systems for the flight condition Mach 1.8 and 40.,000 feet
are presented in Figure II-47. The aircraft parameter a, distribution
component length LD and equipment component effectiveness eE for the di-
rect systems are 2, 200 feet and 75%, respectively. The indirect weight
penalties are from 10 to 40% greater than those for the direct systems;

i r for an effectiveness of 90% far direct systems, the indirect weight pen-
alties would be from 25 to 60% greater. The equivalent flight time for
the reference indirect water system is from about 1 to 2 hours.

Figure 11-48 is a presentation of the break-even flight condi-
tions and gross weight penalty of indirect vapor cycle refrigeration sys-
tems with pneumatic and electric drive versus indirect bleed air cooling
systems. At flight conditions to the right of each of the various equal-
penalty lines shown in the altitude-Mach number plot the penalty of bleed
air systems would be least. For equipment temperatures in the range from
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Figure 11-50. Gross weight penalty of indirect bleed air versus indirect
vapor cycle cooling systems with electric or pneumatic drive.

TFs - 6500R. l2. LD - 200 feet.

590 ° to 710R, vapor cycle systems with electric drive tend to break even

with bleed air systems at flight conditions corresponding to system tem-
perature potentials, i.e., the difference between equipment component ard
total ram air tenperature, between -500 to +25°F at 50,000 feet altitude,
-220 to +50°F at 40,000 feet, and -530 to +470F at 10,000 feet. The cor-
responding temperature potentials for the vapor cycle system with pneu-
matic drive are -800 to -200, -880 to +100, and -1050 to O0F. For super-
sonic flight speeds of major importance, i.e., between Mach 1.5 and 1.8,
in the altitude range between 35,000 and 55,000 feet the electric drive
systems have a smaller penalty over a small portion of the lower end of
the speed range when the equipment temperature is 7100R. In this opera-
ting rang., pnematic drive systems have a smaller penalty than bleed
air syatems for equipment temperatures of 5900R, but mainly at altitudes
above 40,000 feet. At an equipment temperature of 7100R, pneumatic drive
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Figure 11-51. Gross weight penalty of indirect bleed air versus indi-

rect vapor cycle cooling systems with electric or pneumatic drive.
TEs a 5900R. a a 2. LD a 200 feet.

systems have a smaller penalty over practically the entire flight range.
Break-even values of the groes weight parameter Wg(l-Xref)/kw vary from
6 to 14 pounds per kilowatt for equipment temperatures froM 7100 to
5900R.

Figures II-49, 11-50 and 11-51 present comparisons of the
gross weight penalty for the same systems as Figure 11-48 for equipment

* temperatures of 590u, 6500 and 710°R, respectively, for 200 feet dis-
tribution component line length, aircraft parameter c equal to 2, and
equipment component effectivenesses of 90% or higher. In general, the
break-even lines for the systems with electric drive occur at flight
Mach numbers lower by about 0.2 than those for the systems with pneu-
matic drive. This shows the penalties of electric-drive systems to be
generally higher than of bleed air systems in the most Important ranges
of supersonic flight speeds and altitudes. For 7100R-equipment pneu-
matic drive systems are in the flight range under consideration superior
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to bleed air systems, but not to the expanded ram air systems. For 6500R
equipment, the range of superiority of pneumatic-drive vapor cycle sys-
tens is reduced to somewhat lower flight speeds. They have an area of
least penalty between simple ram air systems and bleed air systems at
flight speeds greater than Mach 1.45 at altitudes above 40s0OO feet and
at lower altitudes at decreasing flight speed in a range of Mach numbers
differing by about 0.3. However, in this general regton of flight condi-
tions, which is probably of minor significance, expanded ram air systems
have lower penalty. For 590OR equipment, the pneumatic-drive vapor cycle
systems have lower penalty above 40,000 feet altitude at flight speeds
lower than Mach 1.65 and lower altitudes at still lower flight speeds de-
creasing to Mach 1.2 at sea level. For these ranges of conditions ex-
panded ram-air systems have greater penalty and there would be a band of
Mach numbers differing by about 0.4 where the vapor cycle system with
pneumatic drive would have a lower penalty than either the bleed air or
the simple ram air system. At the conditions of equal penalty for pneu-
matic-drive vapor cycle and bleed air systems the operating times of the
reference water system range, in general, from 1.4 to 1.8 hours.

The gross weight penalties of indirect ram air, expanded ram-
air, bleed air, pneumatic-drive vapor cycle and electric-drive vapor cy-
cle cooling systems are compared in Figure II-52 for three supersonic
flight conditions of principal importance. The probable maximum and min-
imum values shown for the vapor cycle systems are based on the assumption
that compressor power requirements have been evaluated conservatively and
that sufficient improvement in efficiency and development of more suit-
able refrigerants would be possible to reduce the calculated penalties
by 10%. At high altitude and Mach 1.5 the vapor cycle systems show de-
cided superiority over both bleed air and expanded ram-air systems in the
entire temperature range. At the lower altitude of 40,000 feet and Mach
1.5 some superiority of pneumatic-drive vapor cycle systems is indicated
at the lowest temperature onry. However, bleed air systems, the princi-
pal competitors from the practical development standpoint, have generally
higher penalty. This is also the case at Mach 1.8 and 710OR equipment

temperature, but not at 5900R.

In Figures 11-53, I1-54 and 11-55 are presented three charts
which permit the comparison of operating time of expendable cooling sys-
tens of optimum type and coolant selection with two other indirect types
of cooling systems of apparent superiority for supersonic flight speed
at one equipment temperature of 7100, 6500 and 59011 respectively. For
specified flight speed and altitude the gross weight parameter of the
reference system is shown which, at the same altitudes will correspond
to a certain operating time of an expendable system. In Figures 11-53
and 11-54 the optimm expendable systems are indirect water systems and
direct water-methanol systems with distribution components, the latter
applicable at altitudes below the dotted line. In Figure 11-55 the in-
direct water expendable system has a small range of applicability at op-
erating times longer than 2 hours and altitudes above 60,000 feet. Down
to an altitude of 31400 feet the direct water-methanol -ystem is su-
perior and the gross weight parameter values given at lower altitudes
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correspond to the indirect ammonia system which would probably be most
practical for this range of operating conditions and preferable to di-
rect ammonia or methanol systems with distribution components because of
appreciable reduction in hazard. For example, at 55,000 feet and Mach1.5 corresponding to equipment temperatures of 710° , 6500 and 590c andi

compared to the bleed air system operating times of equal penalty are
found as 1.85, 2.25 and 2.3 hours, respectively. Analogous values for
40,000 feet and Mach 1.8 are: 1.55, 1.7 and 1.5 hours, and for 20.000
feet and Mach 1.5: 1.35, 1.6 and 1.25 hours. All these break-even
times represent appreciable endurance at these supersonic flight speeds
and exceed greatly 1 hour even at the lowest altitude and equipment tem-
perature which require the use of ammonia. The expanded ram-air system
compares more favorably for equipment temperatures of 7100 and 650-R at
20,000 feet altitude and Mach 1.5, the corresponding operating times be-
ing: 0.7 and 1.25 hours. The comparative plots show that the highly
competitive position of expendable cooling systems is not limited to op-
erating conditions where water with its high latent heat can be used as
coolant.

Conclusions

For cooling of equipment items in the temperature range of 1300 to
250'F and for steady state thermal conditions, ram air cooling systems
appear superior to all other types investigated in this study for the
flight Mach nunber range of 0.5 to 1.0 and altitudes from around 15,000
to 65,000 feet. For aircraft designed for short duration flights at
high altitudes and Mach numbers less than 1.5 expendable cooling systems
may be preferable to ram air systems fran the viewpoint of spatial re-
quirements for the cooling system. For steady-state cooling of low-tem-
perature equipment items at altitudes below about 15,000 feet and high
subsonic flight Mach numbers, ram air systems would appear to yield to
cooling systems of the bleed air or expendable type. Practical limita-
tions on the use of ram air cooling systems appear to be defined by (1)
a minimum system temperature potential of around 500F, (2) availability
of space and (3) the necessity of ground cooling without the use of
auxiliary equipment. Indirect ram air cooling systems employing thrust
recovery and a distribution component length of 200 feet have, in gen-
eral, lower gross weight penalty than one or a number of direct systems
operating without thrust recovery. The indirect ram air system having
an integrated expendable cooling system appears practical for equipment
cooling in aircraft operating on a cruise-dash-cruise basis.

Eqpaded ram-air cooling systems appear to yield to ram air cool-
ing systems at subsonic flight speeds. For flight speeds from Mach 1.5
to 1.8, the gross weight penalty of expanded ram-air systems is some-
times greater and never appreciably below that of bleed air cooling sys -
tens. The greatest advantage in weight penalty of the expanded ram-air
system over other systems occurs in the Mach number range 1.0 to 1.5 and
altitudes below about 45,000 feet. Thus, considering the generally con-
templated problems of control of the turbine-ccmpressor unit, the great-
est single factor is establishing the use of expanded ram-air versus
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bleed air cooling systems probably will be the availability of bleed air.

Bleed air cooling systems, assuming bleed air for cooling purposes
is available and considering the developed state of this type of cooling
system, appear most favorable of the air systems investigated for flight
Mach numbers around 1.8. The use of bleed air systems for cooling at
Mach 1.8 to 2 appear to be in direct ccmpetition with expendable and va-
por cycle cooling sys tens.

Blower cooling systems have no distinct advantages over ram air
systems, even when installed in ventilated canpartments, unless there
exists the need for spot cooling at locations remote to an aircraft cool-
ing system, or when equipment items must be cooled in very low speed air-
craft and ground cooling without the use of auxiliary equipment is im-
portant.

The use of fuel for steady-state cooling of equipment items appears
to have no significant advantage over indirect ram air cooling systems,
except from the viewpoint of spatial requirements.

Vapor cycle cooling systems with electric drive appear to be too
heavy to warrant serious consideration. Vapor cycle cooling systems with
pneumatic drive are superior to all other systems investigated at super-
sonic flight speeds greater than Mach 1.5 and altitudes above 40,000
feet. The expanded ram-air cooling system appears to be the principal
cumpetitor at lower altitudes, except at equipment temperatures near
5908R, or lower, where bleed air systems have slightly lower penalty over
a portion of the higher flight speed range. The superiority of bleed air
systems would be overcame by regenerative vapor cycle systems of opti-
mized design. The developmental and control problems of expanded ram-
air systems appear to be more severe so that for applications with wide
range of operating conditions vapor cycle systems should warrant serious
consideration in all supersonic applications, particularly where the
availability of bleed air is limited. In their best ranges of applica-
tion vapor cycle systems are superior to expendable cooling systems
mainly for operating times longer than 2 hours. The distribution of re-
frigerant to dispersed equipment items, introducing the problem of re-
duced reliability, but no more vulnerability than a liquid transfer flu-
id distribution sytem, should reduce system penalty to that of indirect
expanded ram-air cooling systems. Development of a refrigerant having a
higher coefficient of performance than Freon-Ul in the temperature range
of 2000 to 300°F should make the penalty of vapor cycle sys tens of suit-
able cycle arrangent smaller than that of systems in which the thermal
state of atmospheric air is modified.

Expendable cooling systems are generally superior to other cooling
systens studied under conditions of supersonic flight for operating times
less than 1-1/2 hours. At altitudes above 50,000 feet the superiority
of expendable systems extends to operating times of up to 2-1/2 hours.
The competitive position of expendable systems is not limited to flight
conditions and equipment temperatures where water is a useable ultimate
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coolant in indirect systems. Direct systems using a water-methanol mix-

ture of -65F freezing point supplied frcn a pressurized source to dis-
persed equipments operating as forced-flw dry evaporators are superior
to indirect water systems over a major rAnge of operating conditions.
Indirect systems with amonia a ultimate coolant must be used at alti-

tudes below 3,000 feet for 590R-equipment and are competitive at super-
sonic flight speeds and low altitude for flight times on the order of 1
hour but are limited by availability of apace. Central location of the
intermediate component and coolant storat in serving dispersed equip-

ment items with an indirect water systsm appreciably reduces system pen-alty. Flexibility in location of coolant storage justifies consiLdera-

tion of individualized expendable cooling systes for dispersed equip-
ment items under flight conditions in whch other systems have lower
penalty. For supersonic aircraft operation at speeds greater than Mach

1.5 expendable cooling systems deserve first consideration in the selec-
tion of a cooling system not only frm the standpoint of penalty but also

because of great freedom in location within the aircraft and independence
from the powerplant.

The use of an indirect system, i.e., one employing an intermediate

and distribution component, appears to represent a campact and economical
method of cooling widely dispersed or E'oups of equipment items. Line

diameters would be in the range frm about 0.2 to 1.0 inch, transfer
fluid flow rates in the range from about 2 to 10 for each 10 kilo-
watts cooling capacity and transfer fluid pressure drops on the order of
50 to 200 psi.
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